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FOREWORD
The follow;ing report has been prepared by the Bendix Corporation's
Instruments & Life Sup port Division, Davenport, Iowa, under contract No.
NA c 4-7337. The work described herein was conducted by The Bendix Corporation
under the sponsorship of the Pro p ulsion and Power Division of the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.	 Mr. Donald (,. Stafford, EP2, Proouls"on
and Power Division of the NASA Manned S pacecraft Center was the technical
monitor.
Mr. William B. Bald was the p roject leader for the Bendix Corporation
under the administrative suoervision of Mr. Paul J. G- 1 rdner, Chie f Cryoqenics
En g ineer of The Bendix Cornoration, Instruments & Life Sunoort Division.
Technical consultation durinq the p rogram was provided by Dr. Blase J. Sollami
and Mr. H. R. Lundeen of the Bendix Cryo qenics R & D Grouo. The report
summarizes work begun July, 1967, and completed Se p tember, 1968.
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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of usin g the concept whereby a p rimary cryogenic fluid
is surrounded by a secondary refriqerant fluid was demonstrated by an earlier
NASA contract No. NAS9-4634.
The current p rogram describes the development of an SPS/DPS Hydrogen
Shrouded Cryogenic Helium Storage System which is sized to the approximate
Lunar Module descent propulsion system requirements.
Extensive testing performed on the completed system demonstrated its
ability to meet the antici pated LM mission Drofile requirements.	 Methods
for considerably extending the standby capabilities of a shrouded dewar are
discussea.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Cryogenically stored supercritical helium gas is pre-
sently being used as the pressurant for on-board pro-
pellant tanks on the Apollo Lunar module. The present
system requires that the helium be transferred into the
dewar in a sub-critical liquid state which involves
sophisticated ground stand-by equipment to fill the unit.
This transfer approach is also sensitive to atmospheric
condit i ons which can affect the final helium state and
the amount of usable pressurant stored.
An alternative approach to the above method is to store
the helium gas at a higher temperature and pressure
usin; a secondary cryogenic fluid. 	 This con.:ept can be
achieved by adopting the bendix developed integral shroud
system whereby the secondary fluid is used as a refri-
gerant surrounding the primary fluid contained within the
inner vessel.
The effectiveness of the above concept for both pre-
launch and in-flight standby storage of various cryogens
was clearly demonstrated by the results of NASA contract
number NAS9 -4634 carried out by The Bendix Corporation,
Instruments & Life Support Division.	 Referring in par-
ticular to the primary storage of helium enshrouded by
various sub-critical refrigerants; figures 10, 13, 16
and 19 of this investigation illustrate the advantages
of using hydrogen as the secondary fluid. These figures
are reproduced in this report as figure 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively.
Figures 1 and 2 show that the hydrogen-shrouded-helium
system provides the best weight optimized storage system
for both pre-launch and in-flight standby with optimum
helium storage pressure occurring between 1500 and 3000
PSIA.
A dewar design which incorporates two discrete radia-
tion shields with the inner shield vapor cooled is
shown, by figures 3 and 4, to have minimum system weight
potential for extended pre-launch and in-flight standby
capabilities.
The tankage system described in Section II of this report
is an upgrading of the NAS9-4634 tankage to meet the
approximate Apollo LM system requirements. Based on the
results of figure 1 to 4 the upgraded system is a hydro-
gen-shrouded-helium storage tank operating at 2000 PSIA.
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The basic design employs the Bendix developed discrete
radiation shielded concept using two shields with the
inner shield being vapor cooled by the vented hydrogen.
Remote monitoring and control of the unit is available
by using the Control Panel supplied with the system.
A limited amount of design analysts was performed during
the contract period and is included in Section III.
Extensive thermal and dynamic testing was carried out on
the completed tankage assembly to verify the basic design
principles.
	
This testing together with the graphical
results is fully discussed in the text.
Included as appendices to the main text are an updated
log of the completed unit and a discussion concerned
with the effect of shroud annulus geometry on the heat
interception characteristics and standby capabilities
of future shrouded dewars.
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SECTION II
TANKAGE DESCRIPTION AND FABRICATION
The helium shroud tankage system designed and developed
under this contract is shown in Figure 5.
in accordance with the RFQ, Exhibit ''A'', Statement of
Work, under which this contract was awarded, the tankage
design utilized a method of construction similar to that
used for contract NAS9- 4634 (1 ) i.e., the Integral Shroud
System Concept.
The dewar was designed to store 50.0 pounds of helium
at 2000 psia and 37 °R by enshrouding the tielium gas
with liquid hydrogen at standard atmospheric conditions.
2.1	 Dewar Description
A cross sectional view through the dewar is shown in
Figure 6 and the physical characteristics of the com-
ponent parts are presented in Table I.
Mounted within the inner pressure vessel of Figure 6
is an aluminum support tube around which are wrapped
the two inner temperature sensors.
The integral shroud is welded to the inner vessel at
the poles to form an annulus around the pressure vessel.
Contact between the shroud and inner vessel is also
maintained at the six bumper locations where the shroud
is dimpled to provide support for the inner vessel/shroud
assembly.
Wrapped around the inner vessel outer surface and con-
tained within the shroud annulus is 1/8'' thick Teflon
felt which is aimed at providing a 'backing action'' for
the liquid hydrogen in the shroud.
Figure 6 shows that the shroud annulus tapers from the
poles to the equator where the shroud gerth weld is
located. The reason for this is two fold.
Firstly, tooling costs for manufacturing the shroud
hemispheres could be greatly reduced by using existing
tooling from the NAS9 -4634 contract.
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O
I	 . INNER PRESSURE VESSEL 12. ELECTRICAL LEAD FITTING
2, TEMPERATURE SENSOR SUPPORT TUBE 13. FLUID OUTLET VENT FITTINGS
3. TEMPERATURE SENSOR LEADS 14. SHIELD HANGER ASSEMBLY
4 TEFLON FELT 15. SHIELD TO SHIELD SPACER
5 SHROUD 16. VAPOR COOL TUBING
6 INNER VAPOR COOLED RADIATION SHIELD 17. RUPTURE	 DISC
7. OUTER RADIATION SHIELD 18. INNER FILL a SUPPLY TUBE
8. OUTER SHELL 19. SHROUD FILL	 FITTING
9. SHROUD VENT FITTING 20. RADIAL BUMPERS
10. INNER VENT TUBE 21. VAPOR COOL OUTLET FITTING
I	 I ION PUMP 22. FLUID INLET FILL FITTINGS
FIGURE 6
HELIUM SHROUD TANK DEWAR ASSEMBLY
P*u2e U
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Secondly, adoption of this existing tooling size to
meet the specified shroud volume of approximately (1)
cubic foot suggested the tapered shroud concept.
	
In
addition, it was found that the tapered shroud elimi-
nated the need for dimpling the shroud at the poles
,.,jhere it is welded to the inner vessel fill and vent
fittings.
	
Elimination of these dimples also produces
an overall reduction in tankage size of approximately
5	 because the shields and outer shell diameters are
governed by clearances at the poles. 	 It should be
pointed out, however, that the absence of dimples at the
shroud poles created certain fabrication problems which
will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.
The adoption of a tapered shroud annulus for the present
tankage design as opposed to the concentric annulus used
in the NAS9 -4634 unit introduces interesting new design
concepts for future mission standby requirements. These
will be discussed later in this report.
Welded into the top of the shroud near its attachment
to the inner vent fitting is the shroud vent which has
two internal passageways. One port connects to the
shroud vent tube and the other to the vapor cooled
shield system. Also shown in Figure 6 at the bottom of
the shroud is the	 roud fill fitting.
Mounted on the inner and shroud fill and vent tubes are
(6) Kel-F bumpers, (3) in the plane at 45° above the
equator and (3) in the corresponding plane below the
equator. These radial bumpers provide an efficient
method for isothermally mounting the inner vessel/shroud
assembly within the tankage outer shell. The bumpers
also provide support for the fill and vent tubes.
The electrical leads from the inner vessel temperature
sensors, and from the temperature sensor connected into
t he shroud vent fitting, are attached to the inner vent
tube and pass through the bumpers mounted to this tube.
Within the vacuum annulus between the shroud and outer
shell of Figure 6, are mounted (2) discrete radiation
shields, the inner shield having a copper vapor cooling
coil soldered to its outer surface.	 The inner shield
is supported by thermally insulated hangers from the
fill and vent tubes and the outer shield is separated
from the inner by Kel-F spacer studs.
The aluminum outer shell of the deviar assembly of
Figure 6 provides exits for the inner and shroud fill
and vent tubes, electrical temperature sensor leads
and for the vapor cooling outlet.
10
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Mounted on the outer shell is a 0.2 liters/second
Ion pump which preserves the vacuum pressure within the
annulus and, at the same time, provides a simple method
for measuring this pressure.
A rupture disc is welded into the lower half of the
outer shell to prevent excessive pressure buildup
within the vacuum annulus caused by small cryogen
leakages.
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TABLE I
DEWAR ASSEMBLY PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Inner	 Vessel
Material Inconel 718	 (Age	 Hardened)
Inner	 Diameter 25.070 in.
Wall	 Thickness 0.190 in.
Usable	 Volume 4.77	 cu. ft.
Maximum Operating	 Pressure 2,575 psia
Proof Pressure 3,860 psia
Burst
	
Pressure 5,600 psig
Shroud
Material	 Inconel 718 (Annealed)
Inner Diameter	 28.215
Wall Thickness	 0.035 in.
Usable Volume
	
0.95 cu. ft.
Operating Pressure	 14.7 psia
Proof Pressure	 40.0 ps ig
Inner Radiation Shield
Material	 Aluminum 6061-0
Inner Diameter	 28.450 in.
Wall Thickness
	
0.020 in.
Outer Radiation Shield
Material	 Aluminum 6061-0
Inner Diameter	 29.190 in.
Wall Thickness	 0.020 in.
Fill and Vent Tubes
Material	 Stainless Steel MIL-T-8308
Outer Diameter	 0.312 in.
Wall Thickness
	
0.020 in.
Vapor Cool Tubing
Material	 Copper (Annealed)
Outer Diameter	 0.250 in.
Wall Thickness
	
0.030 in.
Outer Shell
Material	 Aluminum 6061-0
Outer Diameter	 29.740 in.
Wall Thickness
	
0.055 in.
12
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TABLE I - Continued
DEWAR ASSEMBLY PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Radial Bumpers
Material	 Kel-F
Diameter	 2.055 in.
Quantity
	
6
Temperature Sensors
Manufacturer	 Rosemount Engr. Co.
Type
	
Platinum Resistance
Model Number	 137 DE
Ion Pump
Manufacturer	 Varian Assoc.
Type
	
0.21_/S Vacion
Model Number	 913-0005
Rupture Disc
Manufacturer	 Black, Sivalls E Bryson
Type
	
77-BEN-025
Design Burs*_ Pressure
	
90 PSID
Fluid Transition Fittings
Manufacturer	 Bi-braze Corp.
Type	 Aluminum/St. St.
Electrical Leads Transition Tube
!ianufacturer	 Whittaker Corp.
Type
	
Aluminum/St. St.
Dry Dewar Assembly Weight
	
205 lbs.
r
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2.2 Dewar Fabrication
2.2.1	 Inner Vessel Fabrication
Initial fabrication of the dewar was delayed at the
start of this contract because of the difficulty in
finding a suitable vendor for fabricating the pressure
vessel hemispheres. Various spinning houses and hydro-
Forming facilities were contacted without success. The
major difficulties in forming Inconel 718 in the thick-
ness required for these vessels was the limitations in
tooling power available, and the large degree of work-
hardening which takes place during the forming process.
After a nation-wide search, Greer Products Inc., Los
Ange l es, agreed to fabricate (4) hemispheres using
their proprietary forming process. The delivered
hemispheres were fully annealed at 1850 °F for 15 minutes
and vidi-gage readings indicated a thickness variation
of approximately 0.190 in. at the pole to 0.230 in, at
the equator.
The finished machined pressure vessel hemispheres
together with the Inconel 718 boss fittings are shown
at left prior to welding.
The cross-sectional profile of the boss fittings was
fed into the NASA-MSC computer program, number G084,
to ascertain the hoop and meridior:al stress distri-
butions in the pressure vessel regions where changes in
cross-section occur. Output from the program indicated
a minimum safety factor of 1.65 on yield based on a
material yield point of 145,000 lbs./sq. in. and a
maximum design pressure of 2580 lbs./sq. in. These
values compare favorably with the specified proof
safety factor of 1.5 and burst safety factor of 2.0
based on the same design pressure. 	 r
Wel6ing of the boss fittings into the hemispheres and
the girth welding of the two hemispheres at the equator
was carried out at AR.DE Inc. New Jersey. Two inner
vessels were fabricated, one for the actual dewar and
a spare vessel for the burst testing described in
Section IV.
The four boss fittings were successfully heli-arc
welded into their respective hemispheres and the welds
dye-penetrant checked and X-rayed. Success was also
achieved with the first girth weld.
During the welding of the second vessel at the girth,
however, partial loss of Argon gas purge caused
14
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oxidation of the weld which revealed the weld pattern
shown at left when the vessel was cut in half. The two
hemispheres were re-machined at the girth to clean-off
the weld deposit and the vessel successfL'Ily re-welded
This cutting open and re-welding process meant that the
second spare pressure vessel was 1/2 inch shorter between
the poles than the dewar inner vessel. 	 It was felt that
this small ellipsoidal effect would only marqinally
affect the burst pressure test.
After welding, the two pressure vessel; were age-
hardened at 1360 °F for 10 hours followed by 1175°F
for a further 10 hours and then cooled in air. A further
hydrochloric/Nitric acid pickling process produced the
finished vessels shown below.
i
f^
226!«5-68
The first succe-sfully welded pressure vessel was
chosen for the dew ar inner vessel and was subsequently
proof tested hydraulically to 3860 psig with complete
success. Pressurizatir)n of the second pressure vessel
is described in Section IV.
After proof testing the inner vessel, the closure
fittings together with the temperature sensors and
s.!pport tube were assembled into the vessel and welded.
r	 A typical closure fitting prior to welding is shown at
left with the short lengtn of stainless steel tubing
exiting from the fitting. This tubing was eventually
cut to length and sleeve jointed to the inner fill and
vent tubes.
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2.2.2 Teflon Felt Assembly
Before attachment of the i/8 inch. thick Teflon felt to
the outer surface of the inner vessel, a series of
tens;le test specimens were cut and trial stitched with
different diameters and hardnes=es of stainless steel
Wire. These tests resulted in the use o` 20 S.W.G.
stainless steel wire because of its simplicity in
stitching and because, 'n all cases tested, the stitch-
ing was stronger than the parent material. Tens il tests
were performed both at room temperature and after
immersing the specimens in LN2 for about 10 minutes.
Temperature effect, were negligible.
A typical t p n.sile test and a typical specimen failure
are shown at left.
After completion of tr,e above testing, the Teflon felt
was stitched together in segments around the inne
vessel in the manner shown at left. The holes in the
felt coincide with the shroud dimples and bumper
location points.
2.2.3 Shroud Fabrication
The Inconel 718 shroud hemispheres v.,ere inturaescently
formed at the Bendix facility in Santa Ana, California.
Full annealing of the hemispheres was carried out after
forming and them milling. As mentioned before, a
tapered shroud annulus was introduced i•-.to the dewar
design which was achieved by trimming of-, the shroud
hemispheres 1 inch above the true hemisphere equator.
A finished machined hemisphere is shown below.
16
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After hemisphere machining, the shroud fili and vent
tube assemblies were welded into the ports in their
respective hemispheres and each sub-assembly evacuated
and leak checked.
l
A problem was encountered during the assembly of the
shroud hemispheres to the inner vessel. Errors in
the inner vessel pole to pole dimensions, and in the
pole to girth height for each shroud hemisphere,
accumv'ated to cause a poor shroud/inner vessel fit at
the closure fittings. This problem was solved by
introduc', ng small dimples at the shroud hemisphere poles
to provide flexibility and adjustment in the pole dimen-
sion during fit-up.
Shown at left are photographs of the successive assem-
blies of the shroud to the inner vessel. The first
picture sha•is the upper half shroud in place, the
second shows the completed shroud assembly with the
fill and vent tubes in situ.	 The finished inner/shroud
assembly, after silver plating, is shown in the third
picture at left. Silver plating of the shroud outer
surface was vacuum vapor deposition on an epoxy sub-
strate.
2.2.4	 Radiation Shield Fabrication
tnturgescent formin5 at the Bendix facility was again
used to fabricate all the aluminum shield hemispheres.
The inner vapor cooled shield hemispheres were copper
plated prior to soldering the 1/4 inch copper tubing
to their outer surfaces.
After a final fit-up of the inner and outer shields
to the inner vessel/shroud assembly, the shield hemi-
spheres were plated on both their inner and outer
surfaces using silver on an epoxy substrate.
Shown on the following page is the vapor cooled radi-
ation shield before and after plating and after its
final assembly around the shroud.
The final assembly of the outer radiation shield around
the vapor cooled shield is also shown on the following
page.
17
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2,2.5	 Outer Shell Fabrication
The aluminum outer shell hemispheres ^•rere inturgescently
for-ned at the Berdix Facility in Santa Ana, California.
After forming, the shells were fully annealed and
chemically milled to meet the required thickness
tolerances.
The finished lower and upper half outer shell hemispheres
are, respectively, shown in the column at left. A
rupture disc is sha•in welded into the lower half shell
and the three holes where the vapor cool outlet, inner
and shroud fill ports weld into the outer shell are
also visible.
18
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Shown in the picture of the upper half shell are the
Ion pump and tip-oif tube assembly. The three holes
,n this case are where the inner and shroud vent ports,
and electrical lead wires exit th rough the outer shell.
An additional outer shell hemisphere was fabricated for
the purpose of performing a buckling test to failure on
a typical shell hemisphere.	 This test is fully dis-
cussed in Section IV.
After fabrication of the outer shell hemispheres, the
inside surfaces were copper plated on an epoxy substrate
before assembly around the outer radiation shield. The
assembled outer shell before welding is shown below.
At each and everyone of the aforementioned stages of
the dewar assembly, systematic helium leak checking
of the various welded joints was carried out using the
vacuum stand shown below.
i
1	 '\
f
3ecause the outer shell was fabricated in aluminum, and
-he fill and vent tubing and the elec t_ri:al lead wire
;heaths were necessarily made from 304L stainless steel,
some form of bi-metal transition joint was required
there these tubes and leads pass through the outer shell.
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This problem was solved by using the special aluminum/
stainless steel transit;on fittings sha-jn at the left,
each fitting being helium leak checked before assembly
into the dewar.
2.2.6 Evacuation and Bakeout
i
i
After welding	 of	 the outer	 shell	 gerth,	 and the
	
fluid
and	 electrical connection	 points, the dewar assembly
was
	
e.acuated	 and baked out
	
in a	 temperature controlled
oven	 for a total period of	 21 days.	 During this	 bake-
out	 period,	 t i e ter^reraturp	 .- I -ratio^ t^F
oven	 and	 the	 . . _im	 pressurt e	 the	 dt . acu
annul u5	 .,(, re
	 cc. ' i nunu^.ly	 rr 1.	 Systeriat i c
	
'Ie-
gass ing 	 ' ,f	 the ciffusion .ied	 out
	 t.
t irauis'-,
	anv gas	 mol, ­ . —gate due
ter-perature out-gas
zed ` akeout te r'De r ature	 27`
	 red
tai ned the de.,ar platec	 p,	 a
	
-re belcx.i their epoxv substrat ,
	terr•-
at	 of 300^17 .	 At t', is bak?out termer ,
	a
ni ,
	vacuum annulus. pressure of 2.5 X I 
	 ^s
d, t!-is, pressure falling to 1.7 X 10-
&,^  ar cooled	 to roor, temperature o'
furt`er redictfor it ,acuurn annulus ,:ressure occurrea
the ^,', roud ::as f i t led	 i -L ' L':2, the cr ,, o-nur1l) i ng
:t croducing a final vacuum pressure of 2.5 X to - S
tor- as r easurt_ f' by the Ion pu-r arine t_er reading.
2.3	 Sys ter- Des crir>tior
Tt,- complete shrouL! tank,2rje	 vstem is re_pre``entF_(j
schematically it Fi g ure 7 a-d r!,e pertinent character-
istics rf the external components are listed in Tahle
T h e electrical ^-.irirg cir-----it for Monitoring temper-
atures and p ressures and for controlli n g t h e solennid-
operated valves is shorn in Figure 8.
TF.e de-.-jar assembly described i- Secti,,n 2.2 i= mour•tec
in a cradle- r- , -pe
 -oust carra i c	 ..--ich is de ­,i	 ^d tc,
support inertia or shock loadings in am' given di-ection.
F igure 9 shcx:s the mount carraiae arse-blv and the
locations of the (6) shock mounts which are the attac h -
ment points between the heliur-, tanka g e assembl•; anc' t!-f^
vehicle or propellant cascade system,	 n an. 1 1;;i.; .;f
the cradle-tvpe mount structure subjected to inertia
loading along t h e vertical axis is rresented in Scc.t ,r
M. This was carried out to check t h e peak ; lnad*,r.
effects on the mount structure during
_ t h e 3 itrat
testing phase of this contract.
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Referring to the system of Figure 7, manual Teflon-
seated ball valves are provided for the inner and
shroud fill lines and also for the shroud direct or
vapor coo l ed vent lines.	 Double-latching, remotely
operated solenoid valves are connected to the inner
high pressure helium system for venting the inner
pressure or for supplying high pressure GHe to the
propellant cascade system. The double latching
mechanism incorporated in these valves allows the
valve to remain ' normally open' o,- 'normally closed'
for an indefinite period without using D.C. power to
energize the solenoids.
A 20 micron filter has been incorporated between the
inner fill valve and pressure vessel to prevent the
ingress of dirt particles into the system causing
valve malfunctioning. The necessity for this pre-
caution is discussed in Section IV.
Bendix designed relief valves are connected into both
the inner and shroud vent lines to prevent system
pressure rising above the maximum operating levels.
Also connected into the inner and shroud vent lines
are pressure transducers which enable the system
pressures to be remotely monitored.
Remote control of the Helium Tankage system and remote
monitoring of the system temperatures and pressures is
afforded by the control panel shown in Figure 10 and
represented schematically by Figure 8.
The electrical system operates from a 28VDC supply, the
full scale output from the tem perature sensors and
pressure transducers being 5VDC as indicated by the
voltmeter on the control panel.
The two double-latching solenoid valves operate directly
from the 28VDC supply, the red and green lignts con-
nected in parallel with their respective solenoids
indicating the valve position.	 A GREEN light indicates
that the valve is OPEN and a RED light indicates the
CLOSED position.	 Opening and closing of the valves, is
actuated by the ON-OFF-ON s-.,-itches mounted on the control
panel of Figure 10.
A six-position rotary selector switch is provided on
the control panel for switching to the PRT circuit,
the inner or shroud pressure sensor circuits, and the
meter voltage supply.
An auditionai six-position rotary switch enables the
24
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four individual temperature sensor circuits tr, be
selected.
Calibration of the individual temperatue sensors and
pressure transducers in relation to the control panel
voltmeter read;na will be discussed in Section IV under
System Testing.
2.4 System Operation
Operation of the tankage system shown in figure 7 is
straightforward and sel f -explanatory after the unit has
been filled with LH2 and GH e .	 A detailed description
of the procedure to be followed during system fill is
included as part of the testing program of Section IV.
After the unit is filled it will be assumed that all the
manual and solenoid oreratea valves are in the CLOSED
position.	 In this condition environmental heat leak
into the cryogen will gradually build-up pressure in
the shroud until the shroud re l ief valve opens and
hydrogen venting takes place through the direct vent
lane. Opening the shroud manual vent valve will relieve
the shroud pressure and allow direct shroud venting to
take place at atmospheric p ressure conditions.
To n rov i de longer  system i tandby requirements shroud
venting through the vapor -ooled shield is available.
Venting through the vapor cooled circuit is achieved by
closing the shroud manual vent valve and opening the
\,apor cool valve.
Supply of high pressure GHe from the inner vessel is
obtained by selecting the solenoid ope r ated supply valve
to the OPEN position. 	 Duri-ig long in-flight standby
periods the inner vessel pressure increases due to the
environmental heat transfer and is eventually rel'-eved
by the inner P.R.V. Emergency venting or pressure relief
of the inner vP-;el pressure is available by opening the
inner solenoid operated vent valve.
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TABLE II
PFiYS1CAL ChARACTERiSTiCS r;: THE EXTERNAL CrMPONENTS
Manual Fill & Vent Valves
Man ufacturer Jamesbury
Tv oe St.	 St.	 Pall	 Valve
Model	 Number 1/4" HPO -	 36MT
Solenoid	 Operated	 Valves
Manufacturer Retek Corp.
Type 2-way	 Double	 Latching
Operating	 Pressure	 Range 0	 -	 2,500	 prig
Operating Temperature 	 Range -420°F to +250`F
Inner Pressure	 Relief	 Valve
Manufact,3 fer Bendix
Type 1620420-1
Crackin q	Pressure 2550 Psia
Shroud	 Pressure	 Relief Valve
Manufacturer Bendix
Type FR121A
Cracking	Pressure 40	 psig
Inner Pressure	 Senso;
Manufacturer Statham	 Instruments	 Inc.
Type PA419TC-5M
Operatin q	Rang e 0 -	 5000 psia
Shroud Pressure Sensor
Manufacturer Statham	 Instruments	 Inc.
Type PA419TC-100
Operating	 Range 0	 -	 100	 psia
In;,er	 Vessel	 Filter
Manufactu er James,	 Pond	 &	 Clark,	 I^c.
Type 4342F -	 2000
Max.	 Operating	 Pressure 3000	 psig
Filtration 20 Micron
Mount
	 Carriage
Material Magnesium Alloy
Weight 10.2	 lbs.
Shock Mounts
Manufacturer Barr,	 Controls
Typ ,2 NC-2040-T6
Load Range 30	 to	 50	 lbs.
41
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TABLE II - Continued
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXTERNAL COMPONENTS
V.C. Outlet Temperature Sensor
Manufacturer
Type
Model
Dry Dewar Assembly Weight
(From Table 1)
Weight of External Components
Total Dry System Weight
Rosemount Engr. Co.
Platinum Resistance
137 EC
205 lbs.
45 lbs.
250 lbs.
i
i
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SECTION III
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The analyses included in this section -.•ere performed
during the period of this contract. Some of the topics
discussed are incomplete because of the limited time
available but in these instances directives for future
extensions to these analyses are included.
3.1	 Mount Carriage Analysis
At the initiation of the present contract levels of
anticipated acceleration, shock, and vibration loadings
were not specified for on-board helium pressurization
tankage systems of this type. An analysis of the cradle-
type mount carriage shown in figure  9 was, however,
initiated in anticipation of future static and dynamic
load requirements for a structure of this type.
The following analysis considers the particular case. of
an instanteaneous inertia loading acting along the polar
axis of the tank or X axis shown in figure 9. The
analysis will also consider the general case of a mount
carriage having any arbitrary number of support arms,
it being assumed that the number of arms are equal to,
and coincide with, the number of radial bumpers within
the Dewar.
Considering each half of the cradle-type mount carriage,
any individual arm can be represented by the equivalent
spring =_-/stem shown in figure 11.
Let F = maximum inertia force acting in direction of
vehicle launch.
n = number of radial bumpers in each bumper plane
a = bumper plane angle above and below horizontal
plane.
K = outer shell stiffness.
s
K R = support ring in-plane stiffness.
q  = angular stiffness of support ring.
M = external couple produced by eccentricity of
e	
radial load relative to support ring center of
twist.
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Wa = herizon t_al load acting on each arm.
W  = horizontal load acting on support ring at
each bumper load point.
Ws = horizontal load acting on outer shell at
each bumper load point.
M R = couple acting on support ring at each bumper
load point.
M a =	 couple acting on each a-m.
6	 =	 linear displacement.
e	 =	 angular displacement.
For equilibrium of forces	 in	 the y	 direction
W 	
+ 
Ws + Wa =	 F/n	 cot	 a (3.1)
For	 equi 1 i b.ri um	 of moments
M a
 + M R = M e (3.2)
The
	
compatibility conditions	 at the juncture	 between the
arm and support
	
ring are
6 s
 = 6 R
 =	 (6a)
y (3.3)
e	 = e
a	 R
Equations	 (3.1)	 to (3.3)	 give	 the five necessary condi-
tions
	
for	 finding the unknowns WR, Ws ,	 Wa'	
M a and MR.
3.1.1	 Analysis	 of the	 Cradle-type Arm
The forces	 and moments	 acting on each arm are as shown
at	 left.
The strain energy of the system can be written
Q
U_
	 M2RdD
2E 
a
u	 ai.e.
U = 2E R 	 [Wa2(sina - siny) +
a
0
F/n R(cos - cosa) - M a ) 2 0
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Now a
(6a ) y-U	2ER	 2 [W
a R(sina - siny) +
a	 a
F/n R(cosy - cosu) - M a ]	 R(sin(z - siny) dy
a
R 2	 	 2
	
a ) y	 EI	
[WaR(sin u + sin y - 2sina sin{) +
a	 o
F/n R(sina cosy - sina cosa - siny cosy + cosa sins) -
M (sina - sin:)]	 d;
a
2
	
a )	 El	
(WaR	 {ysin 2 + /2 - 4 sin 2: +
	
y	 a
2 sina cosy} + F R ( sin-Y sing - W sina c(
l +cos }2 sin	 - cosa cosy } - Ma { ys inx	 ]o
2
( ^a )	 EI	 (WaR {asin
2 a + 2 -	 sin 2a + 2 sina cosa -
	
y	 a
2 sina} + n • R 5in 2 -s - asin-.L cosa- Z sin 2 a - cos 2a +
cosa } - M	 {,_xs i na + cos a - ) r ]a
2
(d a ) y	 EI	
(WaR {Z - 2 sina + asin 2 +	 sin 2-i}
a	 1
+	 R ,2 sin 2 a - 2 sin 2a - cos 2 .^ + cosa}
- M a (asina + cosa - 1} ] 	 (3.4)	 1
also	 a
A	 _ R 2(W R(sinct - sir^t^) +
(d a ) x	 d F/ )	 2El a 	
O
• R (cosy - cosa) - M a ] R(cos - cosa) d©
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a
R2
EI	
[WaR(sina cosm - sink cosh + cosa sink -
a
v
sina cosa) +	 R (cos 2 ^ - 2cosa cost + c05 2a) -
M (cosh - cosa)] d^
a
2
El	
[WaR(sina sink - 2 sin 2 ^ - cosa cosh - msina cosa)
a
+ F • R (2 + 4 sin2^ - 2cosa sing + acos2a)
M (sin¢ - pcosa)]a	 o
2
(b a ) x 	 EI	
[WaR (sin 2 a - 2 s i n 2 a - cos 2a -
a
F	 a	 1
asina cosa + cosa) +	 R (2 + Ti sin2a -
2 cosa sina + acos 2a) - M (sina - acos(x)]
a
2
(6 a ) x 	 El	
[WaR (2sin 2 a - cos 2a -asina cosa +
a
cosa) + F	 R ( ,' - 4 sin 2a + acos 2a) -
M	 (sina - acosca)]	 (3.5)
a
and
a
0 = 
aU = - R	 [W R(sina - sink) + F • R (cosh -
a	 3M	 El	 a	 n
a	 a fo	 ^
cosa) - M a ] d,= - R [Wa R (asina + cosq) + - • R
a
(sink - cosa) - 
Ma f]ao
clockwise	 9a	 R [W a R (asina + cosa -1) + F • R (sina -
a
acosa) - M a a]	 (3.6)
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Applying the condition 6 a = 6 R = qR to equation (3.6)
R
hence,
R [RW (asina + cosa -1) + R • F (sina -acosa) - M a]
_	 a	 n	 e
M R	 Ela/q	 -	 'xR	 3.7
R
From the condition 6 s = 6 R we find
Ws/Ks = WR/KR
and using the value of W  given by equation (3.1)
Ws = KS (L rot a - Ws - Wa)
R
i.e.,
KS/K (F Iota - Wa)
W 
_	 R
s	 1 + KS/
KR
The remaining condition to be satisfied is
6 R = (ba)y
i.e.,
WR/KR = (6a)y
or using equation (3.1)
F/n cota - W - W
	
K
R	
a
	
s-= (6a)y
and substituting the value of Ws given by equation (3.8)
in the above expression
F/n cota - W
( 6 a ) y =	 K R + K 
S	
a	 (3.9)
(3.8)
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using equation (3.4) together with (3.2) in the above
equation (3.9) and solving for W 
a s 4	 1 cota	 a-R3a
[0, R3 +	 3 4 R 	 + _ a	 F	 M  [aR 2 +	 3	 )
2	 El a ^q - aR	 KR + KS n	 e	 3
	
El a ^q -aR
R	
_	
1	 R	 (3 10)
[a R 3 + a3 R 4 	 Ela
1	 Ela^q - aR + KR + KS
R
where:
al = 2 - 2 sina +asin 2 a + 3 sin 2a
	
a2 = 2 si n2a + cos 2 a - 2 s i n 
2 
a - cosa	
(3.11)
CL 3 = asina + cosa - 1
a4 = acosa - sina
3.1.2	 Equivalent s pri ng S t iffnesses
To solve the foregoing equations it is now necessary to
define the equivalent spring stiffnesses K s , KR and qR.
3.1.2.1	 Outer Shell Stiffness KS
Since no solutions are available for a spherical shell
subjected to a point loading it will be assumed that
the proportion of load taken by the outer shell W s is
uniformly distributed around the bumper plane circle
as s hown at left.
where
	
nW
__	 s
Q	 27a cosa	 (3'12)
For shells 1 and 2 the displacement and rotation at
the edges can be obtained using the formulas derived in
Timo,hanko ''Theory of Plates and Shells'' page 470.
4a 3M _ 2a 2 sink,
i.e.,
	
e l = Eat
	
Et	 Q1
d _ 2aasin
2 ^	 Q _ 2a 2 5in^	 M
1	 Et	 1	 Et 	
(3-13)
9 = 40 M_ 2a 2 sin (n -^)	
Q2	 Eat	 Et	 2
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d	 = 2a\sin 2 (n-O	 Q	 _
2
2a 2 sin	 M	 (3-13)
Et2	 Et
Using	 the	 shell	 compatibility	 conditions 0 1	 =	 0 2	 and
d 1	 =	 d 2	 together with	 equations (3.13)	 it is	 found	 that
Q 1 = Q2 = Q/2
(3.14)
M	 = Qa s i n, Ax
The shcii	 deflection	 at	 the	 load point	 is then given by
2aasin 2 y	 Q	 2a 2 sin^ Qa	 sin^y
d	
-	 _
s	 Et	 2	 Et +^ a
d	 =	 Qaasin2y (3. 15)
s	 2Et
Using	 equation	 (3.12)	 the	 above equation becomes
aasin 2 (7/2 + a)	 nWs
d	 =
s	 2Et	 27acosa
and	 by	 definition,
W	 4nE
	 t
_	 s _
	 s
(3.16)Ks d	 nacosa
s
where
	
x4 =
	 3(1	 -	 v 2')	 (a) 2L (3.17)
3.1.2.2	 Support	 Ring	 Stiffness
From Table	 VIII,	 page	 174 of	 ''Formulas
Strain''	 by	 Roark	 the	 deflection
bumper	 load	 point	 is
WRb 
3
KR
for
of	 the	 ring
Stress
	
and
at each
d	 =	 [( T` + 1	 sin n cos n)
R	 2EI R	2n	 2	 n	 n
and	 by	 definition,
W	 2E1 RK	 =	 R =	 -
R	 dR	 b 3 	[(2— +	 1	 sin	 TT2n	 2	 n
cosec 
	
n
n
-	 n
n]
(3.18)
 n - n]
n	 n
n)	 cosec
n
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3.1.2.3 Angular Stiffness of Support Ring q 
The support ring stiffness q R can be found by determining
the angle of twist of the support ring at the bumpers due
to the couples M R of n in number. This approach, however,
would yield stiffness values lower than the true values
because the restraint on support ring twisting caused by
the outer shell has been neglected in this analysis.
To take some account of the sheli restraint on twisting
the total twisting moment nM R will be assumed to be
uniformly distributed around the support ring circum-
ference.
b2	 nMR
hence, 8
R 
^	
2nb
El'R
and by definition,
M	 2nE I
q 	 6R	 nb 
R	
(3.19)
R
3.1.3 Maximum Outer Shell Displacement Con d ition
A possible limitation on the mount structure design is
that the stiffness of the support system in the y direc-
tion must be such as to prevent overstressing of the
outer shell due to merid i onal bending.
If the allowable bending stress in the outer shell is
a  = 6M/t 2 	then M
max	 t2ab/6
and using (3.14) and (3.15) p 	= 4a	 t2c
`max	 as i n^	 b
2	 6
_ aasin2^
	 Oat 
a 
(d s ) max	 2Et	 a
2
	
X t a  Cosa	
(3.20)
(d s ) max	 3E 
3.1.4 Appli c ati on to Mount Carri age Design
The foregoing mount carriage analysis was applied to the
existing mount structure design to check its suitability
to withstand the LM vibration spectrum requirements out-
lined in Section IV. This approach was necessary because
specific mount carriage loading requirements were not
specified until after the design phase of the contract
was completed.
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fhe analysis showed that the peak G levels, which could
be attained by the LM Launch and Boost Randoin inputs,
could severely overstress the moult carriage arms. This
was the main reason for proposing the modified random
inputs enunciated in Section IV.	 In this way the peak
G level along any of the three principal axes of the
shroud tankage was reduced from 25.579 to 9.379•
Using a value for F = 9.37g = 2,440 LES equations (3.1)
to (3.20) showed a maximum bending stress of 27,000
LBS/sq. ins in the mount carriage arms at the sect;on
approximately 22 1/2° from the tank center plane. This
maximum stress value gives a minimum safety factor of
1.25 based on the material yield point which was consi-
dered satisfactory in this case because of the random
nature of the peak loading.
3.1.5 ke:.ommended Extensions to Mount Carriage Analysis
Extensions to the foregoing analysis are necessary before
predictions can be made as to the performance of a tankage
system subjected to a full on-board mission load profile.
The analysis requires expanding to consider instantaneous
inertia loadings in the Y and Z directions :nd to study
the degree of error involved in using thin ring theory tc
analyse the support arms.
A computerized version of the extended analysis can then	 I
be applied to specific cradle-type mount carriage problems
to produce a weight optimized design. 	 J
3.2 Dynamical Character; st ics of The Tankage Sys*%:m
The radial bumper suspension system can be represented
by the following spring system with the center of the
cryogen mass coinciding with the origin of the co-ordi-
nate axes. This spring system assumes that suitable
pre-loading has been carried out which prevents sepa-
ration during dynamical g loadings.	 If pre-loading is
impossible, then the springs in one of the bumper planes
have zero stiffness.
s
T	 3$ 4
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'or any arbitrary position of the cryogen mass m defined
iy the co-ordinates x, y, z, the unbalanced te ,ision in
!ach sF-ing will be:
S i = -Kt (a i x + s i y + Y i z)	 (3.21)
There a. a. y. are the a irection cosines of the axis of
my i th 'spring having stiffness Kt.
'he equations of motion can then be written:
n
mx =	 S. a.
1	 ^	 ^
n
my =	 Si e 	 (3.22)
1
n
mz = S S i Yi
1
'he number of springs n are equal to the total number
>f bumpers in the system, it being assumed that the
ipring positions are symmetrical about the zoy plane.
Y
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(Substituting (3.21) in (3.22) and re-arranging gives:
mx + c l
l x + C 12y + c
13 z = o
	my + c12x + c22y + c^ 3z = o	 (3.23)
mz + c 13 x + c 23 + c 33z = o
where:
	n 2
	
n
c11	 Kt^ ai	 c12	 Kt 1	 1
	n 2	 n
c22 
= Kt^ B 	 c13 = K t	ai y :	 (3.24)
	
n 2
	 nn
	
c 33 = 
Kt^ yi	 c 2 = K t	 y i Si
Taking the harmonic solutions of equations (3.23) in
the form:
X = a 1 Sin (pt + 6)
y = a 2 Sin (pt + 6)
z = n 
3 
Sin (pt +d)
Substituting (3.25) in (3.23) gives:
(c H-mp2)al + c 12 x2 + c13^3 = 0
c 12 x 1 + (c22-mp2)a2 + c^ 3 a 3 = 0
c 13 X I + c23 X2 + (c33-mp`)x, = 0
(3.25)
(3.26)
4o
s PV
KIA
a os
W
b a • bos
a
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Solutions for equations (3.26) different from zero
reou;re that:
2
(c ll -mp ), c 12' c13
c 12' (c22- ME: 2), c 2
	 = 0	 (3.27)
2
c 13 , c23' (c 33 -mp )
Equat;on (3.27) is the Frequency Equation which yields
a cubic in p 2 ; the three roots p l , p 2 , and p3 being the
required phase rates or frequencies of the system.
3.2.1	 Spring Stiffness Kt
The vibrating mass m considered in the foregoing equations
consists of the inner vessel/shroud assembly together with
their contained cryogens.
The elastic support on which this mass rests is made up
of a combination of the elasticity in the bumper-
pressure vessel, outer shell and mount carriage
Let Km = Stiffness of mount carriage when subjected
to a radial loading.
KB = Bumper stiffness at cryogenic temperature.
Kpv= Pressure vessel w:.11 stiffness at cryogenic
temperature.
K = Outer shell wall stiffness.
s
The compatibility and equilibrium conditions for the
application of any radial load W to the elastic support
are as follows:
d=dB+dpv+dos
"os	 dm
W-
Wpv -W B -Wm+Wos
.S...
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The equivalent spring system representing the elastic
support i, shown at the left, and the resultant spring
stiffness K
t 
is then given by:
l/K	 lt	 K' + K' + K + K	 (3.28)
B	 pv	 s	 m
3.2.2 Effect of Shock Mounts on Natural Frequencies
The foregoing theory fer calculating the sinusoidal
natural frequencies of the radial bumper suspension
system assumes that the helium shroud tankage system
is rigidly attached to the vehicle. 	 In cases where
flexible shock mounts are introduced into the suspension
system in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 9, the
frequencies calculated from equation (3.27) require
modification.
A simple approach to this aspect of the dynamical
problem is to reduce the overall system to the two-
degree-of-freedom system shown at left for each of
the principal modes of the bumper suspension system.
In this system, the mass ml represents t he combined
mass of outer shell, mount carriage, and external system
components attached to the mount carriage. The spring
stiffness Ki represents the combined stiffness of the
shock mounts or isolators in the direction of principal
mode considered.
The equivalent spring stiffness Ke
 represents the dynami-
cal stiffness of the bumper suspension system considered
on page 39 again in she direction of axis considered. If
the natural frequency of the radial bumper suspension
A5226 82 system in any one of the three co-ordinate directions is
represented by fn then the dynamical stiffness K e can be
found from:
Ke = m(2rf n ) 2
	(3.29)
and the two natural frequencies in the chosen direction
can be found from the roots of the following frequency
equation:
mm l p 4 - (Kem + Kem l + K i m)p 2 + K 
e 
K I = 0	 (3.30)
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The two frequencies calculated from the above equation
(3.30) are the frequencies when the inner vessel/shroud/
cryogen mass m vibrates in phase, and 180° out of phase,
with the mass ml.
3.2.3 Effect of Mount Carriage Pre-load on Dynamical
Characteristics
The dynamical characteristics of the radial bumper sus-
pension system discussed so far have assumed a purely
linear  system which requires a certain degree of pre-
loading of the dewar assembly t) satisfy these linearity
requirements. The degree of pr---1--id necessary to meet
these requirements will now be discussed.
During the initial build-up of a dewar leading to the
girth welding of the outer shell hemispheres, it can be
assumed that contact between the outer shell and pressure
vessel via the bumpers occurs on all bumpers in both
bumper planes.
When the dewar is subsequently filled-with cryogen
separation of the suspension system can occur leading
to non-linear vibration problems involving impact load-
ing conditions. This separation can be prevented by
pre-loading the mount structure prior to cryogen fill;
the degree of pre-loading being based on zero separation
in a lg environment.
Separation can then only occur at high acceleration loads
when vibration inputs can be ignored.
The following analysis will be aimed at designing the
amount of pre-load required for a given system to
prevent separation in a lg environment. This is the
optimum condition which will limit vibration levels and
at the same time, reduce thermal conduction through the
bumpers to a minimum.
Let a  = linear expansion coefficient for PV material
a 6 = linear expansion coefficient for bumper
material
x t = diametral contraction of support system due
to cryogen f  11 .
X = increase in PV diameter due to cryogenp
pressure
At = temperature difference between ambient and
cryogen temperature
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K = suspension System stiffness at ambient
K t = suspension system stiffness at cryogenic
temperatures
W = mount carriage pre-load
We
 = cryogen weight in a lg environment
n = total number of bumpers
D = P.V. diameter
h =	 P.V. wall thickness
d = bumper diameter
ayp= P.V. material yield point
E = Young's modulus for P.V. material
DEFLECTION
DUE TO WC
h&KK 
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Assuming a mean change in bumper temperature of
1/2 At, the thermal contraction can be written:
	
xt = ^t(a p D + a B d)	 (3.31)
Also,
2
x p = —e (1-v)
	
(3.32)
If the allowable P.V. stress = 2/3 a yp based on a proof
safety fact of 1.5 then:
4h 2	 _ h
P = D	 3 ayp	 3D cyp
which on substitution in (3.32) gives:
	
_ 2D (1-v) "'p	 (3.33)xp 	 3	 E
For Inconel 718, (3.33) reduces to x  = 2.25 x 10 -3 D
Now, initial pre-load in each spring = 2 32 W/n and
initial compression of each spring 6 1 = 2 32W
nK
Final compression of each spring
32W
62 - 5 1 - 1/2(x t - xp ) 
+ nKc
	
(3.34)
t
The above values for d l and 6 2 assume a bumper plane
disposed 45° above and below the center plane.
The condition for separation is 6 2 = o which when
applied to equation (3.34) gives:
32W2nKW - 
1/2(x t - xp)
	
nKc
t
or pre-load
/2W
W = 2312 { 1/2(x t - xp ) + nK c }
t
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nK	 2D	 0	 32W
W = 772 [ 1/2 { At (a p D + a B d) -3 (1-v) E
P ) + nl:c 1 (3.35)t
More generally, for increased acceleration loads defined
by Ng's equation (3.35) for the pre-load in this case is:
nK	 2D	 a	 2NW
W = 2^[ 1/2 f "t(a pD +a B d)- 3 (1-v) Ep ) + nK c ](3.36)
t
W
The suspension stiffness K, during actual pre-loading of
the assembly, is different from the suspension stiffness
defined by equation (3.2$) when the system is vibrating.
IThi_ is because the manner or origin of loading has
'I.a:ige d .
r
ambient temperature conditions, during the pre-load
;_+ 1.111se, the compatibility and equilibrium conditions are:
W  =
 W p v
	
d B = d os	 dpv
W = W
m
	
= 8	 + b
	
os	 m
The above conditions are satisfied by the spring system
shown at left where, in deference to Section 3.2.1,
KB and K v are the bumper and pressure vessel :all
stiffnessses at ambient temperature.
The combined system stiffness K is found from:
1 _ 1	 1
K	 Km + Ks +	 1	 (3.37)
1/K B + 1/Kpv
3.2.4 Recommend Extensions to Dynamical Analysis
Application of the foregoing equations to the subject
Vielium Shroud Tankage are discussed in relation to the
vibration testing of the unit described in Section IV.
N
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Extensions to the foregoing dynamical analysis are
necessary particularily in the areas which can better
guarantee a linear vibrating system. 	 This requires de-
sign studies aimed at alternative methods of pre-loading
the tankage assembly to prevent separation of the inner
vessel/shroud assembly from the bumpers and outer shell
due to cryogenic shrinkage. While improving the dynami-
cal characteristics of the unit, alternate pre-loading
methods should not impair the thermal characteristics of
the dewar.
Parallel investigations should be carried out alongside
the purely linear analysis to ascertain some of the
non-linear characteristic. of the radial bumper suspen-
sion system having various degrees of separation. This
approach wo,ld he aimed at determining the amount of
shock loading and displacement which can occur within
the dewar without degrading the thermal and thermo-
	 j
dynamic requirements of the storage tank.
3.3 Dewar Thermal Analysis
The following thermal analysis of the evacuated dewar
is aimed at correlating the measured heat leaks discus-
sed in Section iV with the theoretically predicted values.
Heat transfer from the surrounding atmosphere into the
contained cryogen can take place by the modeE of con-
duction, radiation or natural convection. Because of
the low vacuum annulus pressure of 2.5 x 10 -8 torr
acheived by the methods described in Section 2.2.6, the
natural convection transfer mode is negligible and has,
therefore, been ignored in the following analysis.
3.3 .1	Radiation
For the general case of radiative heat transfer between
	 —	 1
n concentric spheres, the heat transfer rate can be
expressed as:
QR = o E  A l (T n 4 - T 1 4)	 (3.38)
where:
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
A l = area of enclosed surface or shroud
T = absolute temperature of the outer
	
n	 shell
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T 1 = absolute temperature of the shroud
surface
and the overall emissivity factor E 	 is given by:
1	 7 Al[	 + A1
A
	
( 1	 -1) ]
	 (3.39)
Eo 	 i=1	 i	 ei	 Ai+l	 ei+l
The main problem involved in calculating the radiative
heat transfer for any given dewar using equations (3.38)
and (3.39) is assigning accurate values to the individual
surface emissivities e l , e 2 ..... en.
Each emissivity value is a function of surface temper-
ature which, for all practical purposes, is a linear
relationship as illustrated by Figure 12 for the emis-
sivity of silver surfaces.
A computer program exists which uses an iterative
process for calculating the radiation shield temper-
atures which, in turn, allows successively more accurate
estimations to be maoe of the shield emissivity values
using the known relationships of Figure 12.
3.3. 2 Conduction
Conductive heat transfer between the outer shell and
the stored cryogen occurs principally through the
radial bumpers and the fill &nd vent tubes. This mode
of heat transfer can be generally expressed as:
i
_ KA GT
QC	 L
where:
(3.40)
K = mean thermal conductivity
A - cross-sectional area
L = length of conductive path
and:	 AT= temperature difference
Applic7.Lion of equation (3.40) to the case of the
internal fluid tubes is straightforward but the
problem of the conductive heat flow through the
bumpers is more involved.
The bumper conductivity is dependent on the area
of contact between the bumpers and outer shell or
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	inner vessel/shroud assembly.	 It also involves a
continuous variation it cross-sectional area A and
a non-linear temperature gradient throughout the
bumper material.
Because of these difficulties an empirical factor
is used in the computer program referred to in
Section 3.3.1 to cater for the conductive heat
transfer throuah the radial bumpers. This factor
is based on prior experience with testing cryogenic
storage dewars incorporating the discrete radiation
shield design concept.
3.3.3 v apor Cooling
As described in Section II, a vapor cooling system
is attached to the inner radiation shield to re-
duce the environmental heat leak to the cryogen and
improve the dewar's standby capabilities. 	 This is
achieved by the evaporated fluid from the shroud
passing through the vapor cooling coil and inter-
cepting the environmental heat leak Ql at a rate
Q3 = m LL where m is the vapor cooled mass flow
and uh is its change in specific enthalpy.
The heat flow equation which expresses the vapor
cooling effectiveness is:
Q 2 = O l - m LL
	
(3.41)
where 0.. is the resulting heat l eak to the cryogen.
Equation (3.41) is included in the thermal computer
program by accordingly adjusting the heat balances
during the iterative procedure.
3.3. 1  Computer Predicted Heat Leaks
Outputs trom the computer program predicted the follow-
ing vented heat leak values for the shroud tankage
using the NASA best fit emissivity curve of Figure 12.
INNER VESSEL b
	
TOTAL VENTED HEAT
SHROUD FLUIDS	 LEAK [BTU/HRH	 REMARKS
LN 2	14.40	 Non-Vapor Cooled
LN 2	10.13	 Vapor wooled
LH 2	]l.b4	 Non-Vapor Cooled
LH 2	5.95	 Vapor Cooled
The above values should be compared with the experimenta'
values listed in Table IV, page 73.
Correlation between the theoretical and experimental
heat leak values suggested that the actual surface
emissivities were closer to the NASA best fit curve
than the existing Bendix design curve.
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The system testing described in this section was
design-ad to verify the structural, thermal and thermo-
dynamic capabilities of the helium shroud tankage des-
cribed in Section II.	 In most instances a comparison
between the results of each test and the applicable
theoretical analysis is included.
b, 1	 Hemisphere `:uckl ing Tests
During the process of manufacturing the Dewar the shroud
hemispheres must undergo helium :aak checks before they
are assembled ;nto the unit. This necessarily involves
evacuation of the inside of these hemispheres which sub-
jact!z 0-em to an external pressure load which governs
the material strength of the shroud.
The outer shell is also subjected to external atmospheric
pressure difference during the normal operation of the
tankage on the ground. To verify the structural integrity
and design safety factors of these shells buckling tests
to failure were carried out on salple shroud and outer
shell hemispheres. These hemispheres were inturgescently
formed from the same batch material and underwent the
Same degree of process annealing as the shells used for
the helium tankage fabrication. Each shell was trimmed
off at the e,, =- ►n r to fonn a pure hemisphere.
The inturgescent forming machine used to form the actual
hcmisp:-eres at the Berdix Santa Ana facility was adapted
for the buckling tests. This machine is shown in the
figure at left.
The hemisphere to be tested was mounted inside a larger
diameter cavity and the annulus between the shell and
cavity pressurized with hyd raulic fluid. Prior to filling
the cavity with fluid a vacuum of approximately 6 prig
was drawn on the s pace inside the hemis phere to prevent
it floating while the cavity was filled with fluid,
Actual testing was carried out by gradually increasing
the hydraulic fluid pressure until the shell collapsed
and noting the difference between the fluid pressure in
the annulus and the vacuum pressure inside the hemisphere.
The Inconel 718 shroud hemisphere and )luminum 6061 outer
shell hemisphere after buckling are shown in the respec-
tive photographs at the left. The shroud hemisphere
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buckled at a pressure differentiai of 75 psi and the
outer shell hemisphere at 68 psi.
FigVre 13 illustrate s. the relationship between the
results of these two buckling tests and the existing
theoretical and empirical buckling design curves for
menocoaue spherical shells.
Based on the early theoretical work of Zoelly (2) and
others, the instability of monocoque spherical shells
subjected to external pressure can be represented in the
form
	P 	 K
cr = --pE	 (R/t) 2
where.
	
P	 =
cr	
external buckling or critical pressure
	
E	 modulus of elasticity for the shed) material
	
R	 = mean radius of the rhell
	
t	 = mean thickness of the shell.
	
and K 	 = empirical cr theoretical correction factor.
The curves of figure 13 are representations of equation
(4.1) using the following values for Kp.
Curve	
K P
Zoelly	 1.212
Non Karman	 0.365
NASA	 0.350
Bendix	 0.260
It has aeen well known for some time that the value of
K  = 1.212 derived Ly Zoelly using linear shell theory
was too idealistic for ,-Yractical shell probiems. 	 To
surmount this p roblem '!c,ii "arman. i 3 ) proposed a non-linear
theory using the princip l	-)f mini ,.ium potential energy
of the deformed shell to predi^, the critical buckling
pressure and arrived at a theoretIca! factor of
K = 0.365.p
The factor derived ii the NASA shell analysis manval(4)
of K  = 0.350 was based on a best fit curve for experimen-
tally available data on spherical caps :sing a 90% pro-
bability level.
(4.1)
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A value of K  - 0.260 was derived by Bendix on the basis
of their own experiments with hemispherical shell buck-
ling. These experimental points obtained prior to the
present testing are plotted or Figure 13.
The results of the two buckling tests carried out within
the frame of the present contract suggest that for values
of R/t < 500 the Von Karman curve more closely approxi-
mates the experimental critical points.
	 It also appears
reasonabie to assume that fo- values of R/t < 200 where
the hemispherical or spherical shells are becoming more
rigid the experimental critical points should approach
the Zoelly curve predicted by linear theory.
4.2 Pressure Ves3el Burst Test
A hydrostatic burst test was performed on the spare
inner pressure vessel which was fabricated by the
methods discussed in Section 2.2.1. This test was
aimed at verifying the minimum burst safety factor
of 2.0 specified ir. Exh i bit "A", Statement of Work.
Tire vessel was filled completeiy with water and the
pressure gradually increased by observing the pressure
gage connected to the supply line. Failure of the
vessel occurred at an observed press;.-re of 5,600 P.S.I.G.
which indicates a Z)urst safety factor of 2.17 at room
temperature based on a maximum shroud system operating
pressure of 2,580 r.S.I.G. This safety factor assumes
that failure occurs in accordance with the maximum
principal stress theory of failure.
Photographs at the left show the inner pressure vessel
before and after the above described burst test.
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4.3 Temperature and Pressure Sensor Calibration
Prior to system testing of the completed helium tankage
unit the temperature and pressure sensors were calibrated
to obtain conversion charts for each sensor. These
charts were subsequently used to convert temperatures and
pressures throughout the various phases of the test
program.	 _
4.3.1	 Temperature Sensor Calibration
Temperature sensors designated PRT1, PRT2 and PRT3 on
the wiring diagram of figure 8 are supplied with their
ok	 signal conditioning unit and are therefore directly
calibrated in relation to the voltmeter reading ors the
control panel.	 Calibration figures fer these units
were supplied by the manufacturer and are plotted in
figure 14. A check on this curve was ma ,4e by immersing
these sensors at LN 2 and LH 2 temperatures and good
correlation resulted.
Temperature sensor PRT4 which measures the vapor cool
outlet temperature was introducer into the system at
an intermediate part of the contract and, therefore has
no direct read out capabilities. For the purposes of the
present test program this sensor was connected to a
separate Wheatstone Bridge unit to monitor its resistance
change in relation to the supplier's calibration points
represented by figure 15. This curve was again checked
against the sensor resistance at LN 2 and LH 2
 teriperatures.
Figures 14 and 15 are the calibration eUrves used to con-
vert voltmeter and resistance changes inta actu;,l temper-
ature readings.
4.3.2 Pressure Transducer Calibration
1
To calibrate the pressure transducer connected to the
shroud vent system the shroud was gradually pressurized
with GHe in 5 psi increments until the shroud P.R.V.
opened. Actual helium pressure was measured with a
calibrated pressure gage connected to the system, each
pressure gage reading corresponding to a voltmeter
reading on the control panel.
The resulting calibration curve for the shroud pres-
sure transducer is shown in figure 16.
Calibration of the pressure transducer connected to the
inrer high pressure system was carried out during a sys-
tem hydrostatic pressure check-out using Freon as the
55
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pressurant. The inner pressure was gradually raised in
200 psi increments until the inner P.R.V. opened, pres-
sure gage readings corresponding to the control panel
voltmeter reading again being the method of calibration.
The calibration curve for the inner pressure transducer
is shown in figure 17.
4.4 Dewar Fill Procedure
Before performing any cryogenic testing on the helium
shroud unit the following purge and fill procedures
should bN follo-jed to prevent moisture enteri,q the
system resulting in partial or total hlockaaP of the
fluid lines. These procedures should be read in con-
junction with figure 7 of Section II.
4.4.1 High Pressure System Purge
To insure efficient and reliable operation of the solenoid
valves connected to the inner vessel high pressure system,
condensation of moisture on these valve seats should be
avoided.	 ice formation on the valve seats can be mini-
ffized using the following procedure)
4.4.1.1 Energize the inner vent and main supply solenoid
valves and insure that they are in the OPEN position.
4.4.1.2 Biank-off the main supply line on the outlet
side of the main supply valve.
4.4.1.3 Connect a source of dry helium gas directly to
the inlet side of the inner manual fill valve and allow
the system to purge fo r five minutes.
4.4.1.4 Close the inner manual fill valve.
4.4.1.5 Connect a vacuum pump to the outlet side of the
inner vent solenoid valve and pull a partial vacuum on
the inner vessel system.
4.4.1.6 Open the inner manual fill valve and discornect
the vacuum pump, thus allov.ing a free flow of helium gas
(approximately 15 liters/minute) through the system for
a^out 20 minutes.
4.4.1.7 Energize the Rain supply solenoid valve to the
CLOSED position and remove the blanking cap.
4.4.1.8 Energize the inner vent solenoid valve to the
CLOSED position and close the inner manua l fill valve.
6o
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4.4.2 Shroud System Purge
To expel air and moisture from the shroud system and
prevent blockage of the fluid tubes due to ice forma-
tion, the following procedure should be applied.
4.4.2.1 Set the shroud manual fill and V.C, valves to
the OPEN position and the shroud manual vent to the
CLOSED position,
4.4.2.2 Connec t_ a source of dry tielium gas directly to
tom- inlet side of the shroud manual fill valve and allow
a free fl rw of helium gas (approximately 15 liter/minute)
through the vaN^r cooling system for about s ave minutes.
4.4.2.3 Set the shroud manual vent valve to the OPEN
position, and the V.C. valve to the CLOSED position and
continue to purg-, with helium gas For a further five
minutes.
4.4.2.4 Close the shroud manual f*-ll and vent valves.
4.4.3 Shroud Fill
The following procedure for filling the shroud with LH2
should be carried out AFTER the system purges described
in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 have been completed.
	 It
should be emphasised that failure to insure an adequate
inner and shroud system purge before filling wi_ti cryogen
can lead to ice blockage in the fluid tubes which could
prevent operation of the P.R.V's.
4.4.3.1 Connect a LNp dewar to the inlet side of the
shroud manual fill valve and set this valve to the OPEN
position.
4.4.3.2 OPEN the shroud vent valve and continue the fill
operation until liquid escapes through the vent valve.
CLOSE the shroud fill valve at this juncture.
4.4.3.3 When the system has stabilized with LN 2 , in the
shroud, re-purge the inner .,essel with gaseous helium
which has been pre-coo'.ed by passing through a LN 2
 heat
exchanger conned ' to the Inner manual fill valve. For
this purge the inner fill ana -ent valves should be OPEN
and the main supply valve CLOSED.
4.4.3.4 CLOSE the inner fill and vent valves.
4.4.3.5 Connect--the LN 2 heat exchanger to the outlet
side of the shroud manual vent valve ane connect the
helium gas source to the heat exchanger.
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4.4.3.6 OPEN the shroud fill valve and empty the shroud
with gaseous helium which has been are-cooled by passing
through the LN 2 heat exchanger.
4.4,3.7 CLOSE the shroud fill valve and momentarily
OPEN the V.C. valve to expel any LN2 tra p ped in the
vapor cool system.
4.4.3.8 CLOSE the shroud vent valve and disconnect the
LN 2 neat exchanger and gaseous helium source.
4.4.3.9 Connect the LH2 source to the inlet side of the
shroud manual fill valve and remote vent stacks to the
outlet sides of the shroud vent nd V.C. valves. These
stacks should carry the vented hydrogen gas a ,.,ray from the
immediate vicinity of the test area.
4.4.3.10 OPEN the shroud manual fill and vent valves and
fill the shroud with LH2, replenishing
 as necessary until
the system reaches equilibrium temperature.
4.4.3.11	 CLOSE the shroud fill valve.
4.4.3.12 Re-connect the LN 2 heat exchanger to the in-
let side of the inner manual fill valve and connect the
gaseous helium source to the heat exchanger.
4.4.3.13 OPEN the inner fill valve and pressurize the
inner vessel up to its operating pressure of 2000 psia.
During this helium pressurization the LH 2
 in the shroud
should be replenished by opening the shroud fill valve.
4.4.3,14 CLOSE t i e inner fill valve and the shroud ve:it
valve ant' disconnect the helium and hydrogen sources.
heat	 Q
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4.5	 Vented Heat Leak Tests
Y
An	 initial	 study	 of	 the	 , he rr,al	 insulating	 character-
istics	 of	 the helium shroud	 tankage was	 carried out
by performing vented heat	 leak	 tests	 using LN 2 and LH2
as	 the stored cryogens.	 A vented heat	 leak	 test	 is
(
defined as	 a	 test which ascertains 	 the cryogen boil-off
rate at atmospheric pressure due to environmental 	 heat
absorption.
A total	 number of seven vented heat	 leak tests were
carried out within	 the scope of	 the	 testing program,
the type of	 test performed and the cryogens used being
summarized	 in Table	 Ill.
To perform each	 test the tankage assembly was placed
on a wei gh-scale and a Wet Test Meter 	 (W.T.M.)	 connected
to either the shroud vent or shroud vapor cooled vent
line depending on whether	 the test was with or without
vapor cooling.	 Fi g ure	 18 shag s	 the Wet Test Meter
system connected to the vapor cooled vent valve for a
typica l	vented heat	 leak	 test with vapor cooling.
Vented gas	 from the shroud bubbles through a water
container where	 it	 is	 totally saturated before 	 flowing
through the W.T.M.	 Connected to the downstream side
of	 the W.T.M.	 is	 a pressure	 regulator which can be
adjusted to maintain	 the shroud vent pressure sensibly
constant at a standard atmospheric pressure of 760
millimeters	 of mercury.	 This	 pressure	 is	 indicated
by the mercury barometer connected into the shroud
vent system as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 18.
Accumulated volumetric flex•,	 through	 the W.T.M. was
corrected for temperature and pressure 	 in accordance
with	 the	 following expression. 
P	 -	 P
—
Vs	 {	m `y
	 }	
V 	 (4.2)
M
where:
V	 = accumulated W.T.M.	 reading
m
P	 = W.T.M.
	 pressure	 from barometer
m
P 
	 = water vapor pressure at 	 temperature T 
Because the vented shroud gas was maintained close to
standard atmospheric conditions by	 the back pressure
regulator,	 standard gas	 tables	 for density
	
at	 various
were used to correct V s
	from expression
(
temperatures
(4.2)
	
to	 mass	 floor.
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The
	 total	 combined vented	 loss	 from the shroud and
inner vessel	 was	 measured using	 the autocratically
recorded weigh	 scale	 reading,	 the rate of change of
the weigh	 scale	 reading being proportional 	 to the
total	 heat	 leak.	 Knowing the vented 	 loss	 from the
shroud and the total	 loss	 then the heat	 leak	 into
the	 inner vessel	 is obviowsly	 the difference between
these	 two values.
4.5.1	 LN? Vented Heat Leak %--its
Test numbers	 1	 and 2 of Table	 ti 	 were performed after
the shroud and	 inner vessels were completely filled
with	 LN2.
Both	 instantaneous	 and average W.T.M. 	 readings were
recorded during	 the	 tests,	 the non-vapor	 cooled	 test
being	 continued	 for a sufficient	 period	 to ascertain
the overall	 heat	 leak characteristics	 from a	 full	 to
empty shroud.
Figures	 19 and 21	 show,	 respectively,	 the	 rate of
decrease of the weigh scal y reading for the non-vapor
cooled and vapor cooled	 tests.	 A slight change	 in
slope was	 observed	 in Figure	 19 after about 60 hours
of	 testing which	 Indicated a small	 reduction	 to	 total
heat	 leak but no discernable change was 	 noted for the
vapor cooled	 total	 heat	 leak of Figure 21.
The variation of shroud heat	 interception with	 time,
together with	 the environmental	 temperature	 readings,
are plotted	 in Figures 20 and 22 for the LN2 non-vapor
cooled and vapor cooled tests 	 respectively.	 These
curves	 show that a considerable period elapsed after
the tests were	 Initiated before	 the shroud heat	 inter-
ception	 reached	 its	 maximum equilibrium state. 	 This
was	 attributed	 to stratification	 taking place within
the	 inner vessel	 and between the	 inner and shroud
cryogens	 during	 this	 stabilization	 period.
Instantaneous	 values	 plotted	 in Figures	 20	 and 22
tended to have significant errors 	 compared to the
more accurate average values taken over a period
because of errors	 involved	 In	 readino	 the W.T.M.	 As
a	 result of	 this,	 the shroud	 heat	 interception curve
has been drawn through 	 the average points of Figures
20 and 22.
Probably the most significant aspect of these vented
heat	 leak tests was	 the rapid decrease	 in shroud
heat	 Intercept i on	 Illustrated by	 Figure 20 as	 the
shroud	 liquid	 level	 fell.	 Another	 significant
	 factor
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was the "level l ing off" in the shroud heat interception
characteristic when the vapor cooling system was in use.
From the experimental data of Figures ly to 22, the
heat leak values listed in Table IV have been extracted
for the equilibrium state when the shroud and ,inner
vessels are completely filled with LN 2 . This table
also compares the equilibrium heat leaks per unit
area of shroud surface with the corres p onding values
obtained by NASA-MSC from their tests on the NAS9-4634
shrouded unit.
Figure 23 summarizes the heat leak characteristics of
the shroud and inner vessels for both the vapor cooled
and non-vapor coiled conditions using U1 2 as the stored
fluid.
4.5.2 LH2 Vented Hea t. Leak Tests
Test numbers 3 and 4 of Table III, and test number 5
which was a continuation of test number 4 since vapor
cooling ceases after the shroud is empty, were per-
formed in Bendix's remote test facility where the shroud
and inner vessels were completely filled with LH2 at
ambient pressure.
An overall v;ew of the shroud unit mounted on the remote
test cell weigh-scale and a close-up of the vacuum
jacketed valves used to transfer the LH2 into the shroud
and inner vessels are shown respectively at the left.
These jacketed valves were used for the LH2 vented
heat leak tests to conserve cryogen.
The monitoring of test measurements and the presenLar;on
of the results is similar to the LN2 tests described
in Section 4.5.1 with one exception. Temperature
measurements of the vented hydrogen at the inlet and
outlet to the vapor cooling system were recorded
throughout the LH2 vented heat leak tests and all
subsequent testing. These readings were unattainable
during the LN2 testing because system assembly and
calibration was ccmple^ed after these tests to comply
with the tight testing program schedule.
Figures 24 to 27 illustrate the rate of decrease of
the weigh scale reading and the variation of shroud
heat interception and environmental temperature with
time For both the vapor cooled and non-vapor cooled
test conditions.
The vapor cooled phase of the LH2 heat leak tests were,
contrary to the LN 2 testing, perfr-med berore the
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non-vapor cooled phase. Figure 26 illustrates three
distinct total heat leak rates which signify the follow-
ing conditions:
(i) An initial stauilizing period of between, 30 and
40 `lours during which Cry stratification within
and between the shroud and inner vessel takes
place.
(ii) A period of stable equilibrium heat leak extend-
ing over approximately 60 hours during which
time there is a steady fall in the shroud liquid
level.
(iii) A final period of increasing total heat absorp-
tion after the shroud has emptied and vapor
cooling becomes ineffective.
A full spectrum of reducing shroud heat interception
is signi f ied by Figure 27 for the vapor cooled test
from a c(xnpletely fell shroud until it was empty.	 The
area under this curve indicates a total heat capacity
of 709 BTU's which would suggest a shroud volume of 0.85
cubic ft. and an initial 91% full condition at the
start of the test.
Figures 24 .)nd 25 show the results of the LH 2 non-
vapor cooled heat leak tests. The erratic behavior
of these thermal charcteristics, particularly during
the first 60 hours of testing, was attributed to the
warming of the inner vapor cooled radiation shield
immediately after the vapor cooled testi.ig phase.
The equilibrium heat leak values suggested by Figures
24 through 27 are again abulated In Table iV and
compared with the results from the NA59-4634 unit.
Test 5 of Table III was a continuation of the vapor
cooled test after the shroud had emptied. This test
confirmed a gradual increasing environmental heat input
until the non-vapor cooled heat leak had reached about
13 BTU/HR.
A summary of the LH2 vented heat leak characteristics
is contained in Figure 28 for both the vapor cooled
and non-vapor cooled tests.
Analysis of the vapor cooled inlet and outlet temper-
atures for tests 3, 4 and 5 proved disappointing and
suggested that the positioning of the probe for Pat #4
caused inaccurate outlet temperature measurements
resulting in errors In the vapor cool shield heat
r-
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interception Q3 discussed in Section 3.3.3.	 These
results were therefore excluded from the presentation.
Throughout the LN 2 and LH 2 vented heat leak tests
described above continuous monitoring of the environ-
mental temperature was carried out. These temperatures
are plotted in Figures 20, 22, 25 and 27.
As might be expected, the inner vessel temperatures
were sensibly those of the liquid/gas phase change
at atmospheric pressure for n i trogen and hydrogen.
Pressure transducer measurements for the inner and
shroud systems were constant throughout the atmos-
pheric conditions.
Comparing the total equilibrium heat leak values of
Table IV with the theoretical computer values listed
on page 50, suggests that the theoretical conduction
factors are low. This is particularity evident for
the LN2 tests and is attributed to differences in
bumper contact caused by the thermal contraction dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.3.
4.6 Pressure Build -UD TestF
After completion of the vented 'neat leak tests des-
cribed in the foregoing Section 4.5, the vacuum
jacketed valves shown on page 72 were disconnected
from the inner and shroud fill ports and the per-
manent tankage system plumbing re-connected. The
piping between the inner and shroud fill valves
was lagged as shown at left to prevent excessive
boil-off and external ice formation during cryogen
fill.
4.6.1	 Tankage System Fill
To per form the tankage system pressure build-up
tests described below, the unit was filled with LH2
and GHe using the fill procedure described in Section
4.4.
A schematic showing the equipment used to achieve this
fill procedure is presented in Ficure 29.
Helium gas supply to the inner vessel flowed directly
from the gas storage bottles, or via the air driven
gas pump shown at left, depending on the pressure
differential between the supply and dewar. Pre-cooling
of the GHe entering the dewar was carried out using a
L'1 2 heat exchanger in which the liquid level was main-
tained sufficient to submerge the heat exchanger coil.
Throughout the inner vessel fill, a steady Flow of
LH2 to the shroud was maintained to replenish evapor-
ated hydrogen caused by the incoming warmer helium. A
simple method of ascertaining when the shroud is full
80
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was discovered during the fill procedure by watching
the control panel voltage reading for PRT k3, When the
shroud liquid level reaches this PRT probe, a sudden
decrease in voltage output occurs, the converse occurr-
ing when the liquid level in the shroud falls off.
Venti-ig of the hydrogen gas through the remote vent
stack was accelerated during fill by maintaining a
nitrogen purge to the stack throughout.
The view at the left shows the 1000 liter I.H2 and LN2
supply dewars used during the fill procedure. Vacuum
jacketed piping shown at left was used to connect the
LH2 dewar to the shroud manual fill valve.
4.6.2 Non-Vapor Cooled Pressure Build-Up Test
A f ter completion of the dewar LH2 and GHe fill procedures,
the W.T.M. equipment described in Section 4.5 and illus-
trated in Figure 12 Sias connected to the shroud manual
vent valve.	 In this manner the rate of hydrogen evapor-
ation from the shroud could be measured in the same way
as during the vented heat leak tests.
Helium gas temperatures end pressures inside the inner
vessel were continually monitored throughout these
test y using the temperature and pressure sensor readouts
on the control panel voltmeter.
On completion of system fill, and after the hydrogen
and helium fill lines had been disconnected, r decrease
; n the inner vessel pressure was observed over a period
of 9 hours during which time the pressure fell from
2000 psig to 1850 prig and then stabilized at this pres-
sure. This pressure decay was attributed to stratifi-
cation taking place within the inner vessel.
Because of the limited LH2 supply it was decided to
perform the non-vapor cooled pressure build-up test
from 1850 psig up to the inner PRV blow-off pressure.
The results of the non-va por cooled pressure build-up
test are presented in Figure 30. These curves show
that the helium pressure rises at an increasing rate
as the shroud liquid level decreases.
The area under the shroud heat interception curve is
equivalent to a total heat input of 586 BTU which
suggests that the total volume of LH2 evaporated was
0.7 cubic feet.	 This infers that 0.24 ft. 3
 of LH2
was evaporated during the 9 hour stratification period
when the inner pressure fell from 2000 to 1850 psig.
When the inner vessel GH e p ressure reached 2600 prig
the inner PRV opened but failed to re-seat resulting
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in a total loss of the stored aas. T he relief valve
was dismantled and examination of the seat revealed
the dirt particles shown at left.	 Slight leakage
problems associated with the solenoid-operated supply
and vent valves were al , o attributed to dirt particles
i n the i nner vesse 1 sys tern.
As a result of the di rZ ingress to the high pressure
system, it was decided to repair the inner PRV and
replace it on the system for the remainder of the
testing program but prevent its opening unless an
emergency should arise. The solenoid valves ..:are
scheduled for examination and repair after completion
of the pressure build-up and system flow tests.
To prevent future valve failures caused by dirt
particles, a 20 micron filter was introduced into
the inner fill line as shown in Figure 7. 	 An
industrial filter was also incorporated between the
gas puma and dewar during filling as shown in Figure
29.
4.6.3 Vapor Cooled Pressure Bui l d-Up Test
To perform the vapor cooled pressure build-up test
the dewar was re-filled with hydrogen and helium
in the same manner as d9scribed in Section 4.5.1.
When the he l ium pressure reached 2000 psig with a
full LH2 shroud, a 5 hour stabilization period was
required before an equilibrium state was achieved.
During this period, the GHe pressure decayed and was
replenished by additional helium supply while main-
taining L112 floA j to the shroud. 	 The overall fill
time required to achieve a stable inner vessel pressure
of 2000 prig at -423°F was 15 hours.
Figure 31 sha•is the results of the vapor cooled
pressure build-up test from the point of stable
equilibrium at 2000 psig until the inner vessel
p ressure reached 2500 psig when the test was termi-
nated by performing the system flow tests described
later.	 An init'31 increase in the shroud heat inter-
ception during the first 25 hours of the test can be
explained by the slight warming of the vapor cooled
shield after cessation of LH2 flow through the vapor
cool system.
The most significant aspect of this test was the
constant inner vessel pressure maintained during the
first 57 hours of testing while the shroud liquid
level was high. This phenomena indicates that during
this period all environmental heat leak into the dewar
--	
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is absorbed by th,: shroud fluid.	 It also confirms
earlier predictions that a shrouded system can provide
indefinite standby capabilities for the primary fluid
if the shroud is replenished before the inner vessel
PRV opens.
Referring to both Figures 30 and 31 for the non—vapor
cooled and vaFo, cooled tests. respectively, it will
be observed that the total equilibrium heat leak values
are greater than the values of Table IV obtained from
the LH2 vented heat leak tests. In the case of the
pressure build-up tests, the total environmental heat
leak is the same as the rate of evaporation from the
shroud while the inner vessel pressure is constant.
NASA-MSC (5) reported a simi t.a- phenomena during test-
ing of the NAS9-4634 shrouded unit although their
comparison was between the total heat leak of a
Hydrogen Shrouded/empty inner vessel unit and a hydrogen
shrouded/pressurized helium inner vessel unit.
A summary of the total equilibrium heat leaks into
the dewar for the LH2 temperature conditions applicable
to the present contrac t- are oven below.
TYPE	 TOTAL EQUILIBRIUM HEAT LEAK jBTU/Hk]
of	 LH2 VENTED HEAT	 P!:E3SURE
TEST
	 LEAK TEST	 BUI -D-UP rES T
Non-Vapor Cooled	 12.6	 15.5
Vapor Cooled	 8.7	 12.4
A possible explanation for the above increased heat
leak values during the pressure build-up tests is
the increase in radial bumper contac t_ area hue to
the following two `actors.
0) The inner vessel/shroud assembly wei ght in-
creases by an amount equal to the difference
in weight between a LH 2 filled inner vessel
and a GHe filled inner-vessel at 2000 Asia.
This weight increase amounts to 29 lbs.
which would be shared among the lower three
bumpers.
(ii) An increase in the pressure vesse l
 diameter
fused by the GHe pressure can cause increases
Q
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in bumper contact area depending on the degree
of pre-load defined by Section 3.2.3. An
indication of this effect -an be ascertained
by applying expression (3.35) to the pressurized
and unpressurized LH2 temperature conditions.
Contact will be lost with the upper bumpers
during the L42 vented heat leak tests if the
pre-load is less than 7,500 lbs. whereas a
pre-load of 4,700 lbs. is requi-ed to maintain
contact during the pressure build-up tests.
This means that if contact with the upper
bumpers was just lost during the LH2 vented
heat leak tests, an additional 2,800 lbs.
could be shared among all the bumpers (i.e.,
467 lbs. per bumper) during the LH2 shrouded
pressure build-up tests.
The analysis discussed in Section 3.2.; was
completed after the assembly of the dewar ar.d
consequently the degree of are-load applied
to the unit is not known.
4.7 System Flow Test
When the vapor cooled pressure build-up test reached
a GHe pressure of 2500 psig, a system flow test was
performed to asscertain the mass flow capabilities
of the unit.
The solenoid-operated supply valve shown in Figure 7
was opened for approximate 10 second intervals and
then closed again. Stop-watch readings of the actual
flow time and weigh scale and inner vessel pressure
readings were noted after each f1cAq period.
Differences in the weigh scale readings at the start
and finish of each floe, period were used to calculate
the rean mass flovi rate over the interval. These
flu.-
*
 rates together with the GHe pres s ure decay and
temperature curves are presented in Figure 32. The
instantaneous mass flow rate immediately after valve
openin g is the maximum flow capability of the system
and was linearity interpolated from the readings as
0.8 LSS/SEC.
Throughout the system flog test readings were taken
of the GHe temperature in the inner vessel using the
voltmeter readouts from PRT Ps 1 L-id 2. Transient
temperature measurements were not possible during
:r
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_	
the initial phase of the flow test because of equip-
ment limitations but the trend toward 'helium l*, qui-
fication due to iserth3lpic expansion is apparent
from the temperature curve of Figure 32.
4.8 Vibration Testing
On completion of the thermal testing the shroud tank-
age was shipped to the Martin Marietta Corporation's
test facilities in Denver, Colorado to carry out
r	
specified vibration testing.
_	 It was originally agreed 'between Bendix and NASA-MSC,
Houston to perform the tests with two different cryogen
storage conditions, namely:
(i) A LN2 filled shroud and empty inner vessel
(ii) A LH; filled shroud with 50 lbs. of GHe in the
inner vessel at 2000 psia.
However, the dangers associated with the hydrogen
embrittlement of lnconel 718 material which were
prevalent at the time of testing dictated the
cancellation of condition (ii) above.
(Sinusoidal and random input vibrations described below
were therefore performed with a LN 2 filled shroud
`	 ar.d empty inner vessel (i.e. empty in the sense that
it had negligible mass although it contained a small
purge of helium gas) which closely simulates the total
mass of a,i actual hydrogen/helium system. By this
means the dynamic response of the dewar assembly could
be closely simulated without the risk of permanent
damage to the unit.
Levels of vibration input excitation aiong the three
principal axes of the tank shown in Figure 9 were
chosen and agreed between Bendix and NASA-MSC based
on the actual LM input requirements and the mount
carriage design limitations discussed in Sectio^ 3.1.4.
These agreed levels are illustrated in Figures 33 and
34 for the sinusoidal and random spectrums respectively.
The anticipated resonance regions shown on Figures 33
and 34 were calculated using the theoretical approach
discussed in Section 3.2 taking into account the effect
of the shock mounts and assuming insufficient mount
carriage pre-loading to prevent separation.
4.8.1	 Description of Test Equipmert
Two magnesium vibration fixtures were utilized for the
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vibration testing.	 The vertical X axis fixture of
Figure 35 consisted of three pairs of vertical pillars
each pillar coinciding with one of the shroud tank shock
mounts. The flat plate type of fixture shown in Figure
36 with a clearance hole bored through its center was
used for testing along the Y and Z axes. These test
fixtures afford excitation through the center of gravity
of the tankage assembly in all axes.
A Ling model A-249 shaker in conjunction with a Ling
model PP175/240 amplifier was used to excite the system,
control being exhibited by one of the accelerometers
attached to the fixture at the mounting point. Vibra-
tion levels were controlled with a spectral dynamics
model 105-A sine servo in the case of the sinusoidal
tests and a Ling model ASDE-80 automatic e q ualizer for
the random vibration tests.
Both input and output vibration levels were measured
using accelerometers positioned as illustrated in
Figure 35, 36, 37 and 38.
During all the vibration tests performed on the unit
the Ion pump was disconnected and the Ion pump magnet
removed from its support bracket.
4.8.2
	
Input Excitation Levels
Table V summarizes the actual vibration input levels
achieved during the testing.
Testing commenced with sinusoidal excitation along
the X axis, performing a series of sweeps of progres-
sively increasing amplitude at a constant
	 eep rate
of 3 octaves per minute. At a double amplitude of
0.04 inches audible movement of the inner vessel/shroud
assembly within the dewar was causing concern parti-
cularily at the higher frequency end of the range.
A final sinusoidal sweep along the X axis at the proposed
level of 0.06 inches doube amplitude was terminated
at 22 Hz to avoid damage to the unit.
Random input along the X axis was performed in a
continuous series of 3 sweeps progressing in RMS G
level from 1 through 3 G for a total time of 7 1/2
minutes or approximately 2 1/2 minutes at each level.
A pa•:er spectral density plot of the actual random
input is shown in Figure 39. These input levels
demonstrated the ability of the shroud tankage
assembly to meet the proposed random input require-
ments completely.
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FIGURE 35 Y Axis Vibration Test Fixture
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FIGURE 37 Close-up of shroud unit mot-nted in Y rind Z axis test fixture
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TABLE li
ViSRATIC-N WiL'T !_rJEL4
Dace Run 1)^,pe Rx i s Leve I
►1/271615 1 5-;OG H- Sine x 0.006" Dis p lacement, 1.5G`s
3/27/68 2 5-1'0 Hz Sine ;: 0 .0114 Gispiacement, 1.5G'-
8/27/68 3 5. 100' Nz sine x 0.02" Displacement, -1 .5G's
8/27/68 4 5-100 Hz Sine x 0.04" Displacement, 1.5G's*
8/27/68 5 Rar,dor.! x 1	 s,rms 2.5 Minute°
8/27/68 6 Random X 2	 Grin-, 2.5 Minutes
8/27/68 7 Random X 3 Grms .5 Minutes
8/27/68 8 5-22 Hz Sine x 0.06" Displacement*
8/28/68 3 5-100 Hz Sine 0.01" Displacement	 1.5G's
3/28/68 10 5-100 Hz Sine z 0.02" Displacement, 1.5G's
8/48168 11 5-100 Hz Sire 2 0.04" Disc':aceme..t, 1.5G's
8/23/68 12 Random z 1	 ,rrn 2.5 Minutes
8/2x/6'' 13 Random z 2 Grms 2.5 Minutes
Q1 28/68 14 Ran&-r z 3 Grms 2.5 Minutes
8128.8 I5 5-100 Hz Sine Y 0.01" Displacempent, 1.5G's
is 5-100 Hz Sine Y 0.02" Disp:acertcnt, 1.5G's
8%231168 11 5-100 Hz Sin;. Y 0.04" Displacement, 1.5G's*
8 128/05 118 Random Y 1	 Grms 2.5 Minutes
8/28/68 119 Random y 2 Grms 2.5 Minutes
8128/ 4:8 20 Random y 3 Grms 2. 5 Minutes
:, Transmissibil i ty Rlors Made
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As shown by Table V, the next series of vibration
tests were performed by exciting the unit along the
Z axis.	 In this case, the sinusoidal input was
terminated after the 0.04 inch double amplitude sweep
because the audible response of the unit was causing
concern at the lower end of the frequency range in
addition to the higher frequency problems encountered
with the X axis.
Again the random input requirements were successfully
achieved along the Z axis using the same continuous
sweep technique as was used for the X axis testing.
The vibration testing was completed by exciting the
unit alonc the Y axis of Fiqure a. These tests
resulted in a similar unit response to that experienced
with the Z axis. At 0.04 inch double amplitude sinu-
soidal input, the shroud unit respcnse at frequencies
above 10 Hz was at the stage where further excitation
might have caused permanent damage to the unit.
Random vibration input requirements for testing along
the Y axis % ..ere fully achieved.
The results of the vibration input levels in relation
to the proposed input requirements can best be sum-
marized by referring to Figures 40, 41 and 34. For
the levels achieved it was found that the resonance
regions shown in Figures 33 and 34 could be ignored
principally because of the sweep rate used for the
testing.
Fiaure 40 shows that only a small area in the 22 - 25
Hz frequency band was unattainable for excitation along
X axis.
The area between the 0.02" and 0.03" amplitude regions
(or 0.04" and 0.06" double amplitude reg ions) shown
in Figure 41 signifies the area requiring further
i^vestigation for vibratory motion along the Y and
Z axes.
Act^^' random vibration inputs exceeded the proposed
levels by virtue of the shaded resonance regions
shown in Figure 34.
The results of the vibration input levels in relation
to the proposed input requirements can best be sum-
marized by referring to Figures 40, 41 and 34. For
the levels achieved it was found that the resonance
regions shown in Figures 33 and 34 could be ignored
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principally because of the sweep rate used for the
testing.
Figure 40 shows that only a small area in the 22-25 Hz
frequency band was unattainable for excitation along
the X axis.
The area between the 0.02" and 0.03" amplitude regions
O	 (or 0,04" and 0.06" double amplitude regions) shown
in Figure 41 signifies the area requiring further
investigation for vibratory motion along the Y and Z
axes.
Actual random vibration inputs exceeded the proposed
ievels by virtue of the shaded resonance regions shown
in Figure 34.
4.8.3 Sinusoidal Output Response Le,,els
Accelerometer #1, positioned on the fixtu-es as shown
in Figures 36 and 38, was used as the datum input
readout for measuring the gain response of the tankage
assembly. The accelerometer readings for the tests
donated by an asterisk in Table V were recorded on
magnetic tape and the data analyzed in the form of
transmissibility plots by comp-iring each accelerometer
output with the output from accelerometer #1.
In all the cases analyzed, the output response was
1	 greatest for the accelerometers attached to the mount
carriage adjacent to the lower radial bumper load points.
Typical response plots for these maximum gain regions
are shown in Figures 42, 4;, 44 and 45,
'	
IFigure  42 shows tHi(. distinct resonance reg i 3--is , the
i	
lower resonance occurring within the 15-30 C/S fre-
quency band and the upper less pronounced resonance
at about 90 C/S. These resonance points agreed reason-
ably well with the theoretical values of 27.5 C/S
and 112 C/S predicted by the theory of Section 3,2 for
excitation along the X axis.
Figures h4 and 45 for excitation along the Z and Y
axes, respectively, show that the response of the
unit is less pronounced at the higher end of the
frequency range than for the X axis. The transmis-
sibility plots indicate resonant frequencies of 12 C/S
for dispiacements along the Z axis and 12 1/2 C/S
for Y axis excitation. S second higher resonance
point probably occurs at a frequency greater than
the sinusoidal input upper limit of 100 C/S.
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All the transmissibility plots presented in the text
exhibit the same non-linear response superimposed or,
the sinusoidal wave particularity at the resonance
points. This is indicative of impact loadin g s occurring
,:rithirr the dewar caused by the thermal separation
discussed in Section 3.2.3.
After completion of the foregoing vibrati„.i testing
the unit was returned to Instruments & Life Support
Division of The Bendix Corporation where vented heat
leak tests numbers 6 and 7 of Table III were performed.
As shown by Figures 19 and 21, the slopes of the
total vented loss lines are sensibly the same indi-
cating the same heat leak rate before and after
vibration testing.
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SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS ^ RECOMMFNDATIONS
5,1	 Con cILIS ; Or, S
The work performed under this contract and described
iri the foregoing sections co„firms the recommendations
put forward in the NAS9-4634 contract. A hydrogen
shrouded helium stora ge dewar can be designed and fabri-
cated to store a,iy quantity of GHe at densities greater
than the present lunar module SHe pressurization system.
This increased density all(-ws the storage of the same
pressurant quantity in a smaller tankage envelope.
An indefinite pre-launch standby capability is avail-
able with a shroud tank without loss of primary
stored fluid provided *_he shroud li q uid is replenished
at certain intervals. The unit constructed under the
present contract to approximate LM descent propels ion
system requirements would require LH2 replenishment
ayproximately every 100 hours of ground standby without
loss of GH e . This ground standby capability can be
increased by a factor of 3 by adopting or e of the shroud
geometries discus-ed in Appendix II.
During initial fill of the unit, a stabilization period
of about 5 hours is required after reaching system
pressure to ensure a u,iiform LH2 temperature distri-
bution throughout the GH e
 mass stored within the inner
vessel.
A total ground fill time of 15 hours is required for
the unit although this period may be greatly reduced
when using a large capacity high pressure helium gas
source.
An equilibrium vented heat leak of 8.7 BTU/HR was
achieved when the inner and shroud vessels were
filled with LH 2
 at ambient pressure.
	 This heat ieak
fi g ure increased to 12.4 BTU/HR when the inner vessel
was filled ^•rith GHe at 2000 prig.
The vaper cooling sv
-tem attached to the inner radiation
shield produced an environmental hea t_ leak reduction of
between 2V and 30% over direct venting for storage at
LH2 temperatures.
System floi,•j tests carried ou, on the helium shroud
tankage show a maximum flow capability o'` 0.8 LBF'SEC
M
108
752w.vii>< . 1—t.i n.,...fa l6
iLr^	 ife.-On	 l
v^
	Oav-siw^
and a mean flow of 0.0 4 LAS/SEC ^vel' the pressure range
2500 - 0 nsic.
Modified tM spectrum vibration in puts showed that t^e
h eliur, tankage described in t"is report satisfied the
recuirernents completely for random in p ut -Acitation.
Certa n areas of the sinusoidal input spectru rt require
additional analysis a• ,1 design study to upgrade the
bur-per suspension sys,-m to meet antici pated lunar
flig', t conditions.
5.2 Reconrnendations
The develop. ent wc-k 	 out on the NA5g-40'34
and ::urrent programs have cleari ly shown the fe.as ib i 1 i Ly
of an integral shrouded cryoeenic storage system.
Application of this type of in.i t to future space sto r-
ace deg-:ars should be seriousl y cons i derea for I i f--
sup port and reactant s::pp l y sys te-s in  addition to
propellant pressurization systems. 	 In this respect,
the sh rouding of I gnitible cryogens by inert cases
durine pre-munch standby is s-:orth c;nriJeration.
it is recommended that the hydrogr-1 	 uded helium
pressurization system described in this report be
upg raded to meet the present lunar.mocule pre-launch
and on-board propel ant tanka ge st3ndG,, requirements.
This upgrading should concentrate parti ..A arily on
providing a ::eight optimizer unit -•:hi gh satisfies
the anticipated :M vibration spectrum-  requirements.
To a& ieve this upgrading,
t'r:e two alternat' ,;e =proud
Appendix li to cors iderab i
ties, is recommended.
tine adoption of once of
geomet^-e:, shown by
extend standby caoabi i i-
A d:pti i of Lhe concentric shroud annul-us should be
car r ied out it conjunction with the use of a cryc-
former stainless steel inner vessel which would
provide a 25z reduct an of the F-es_ure vessel weight.
This annulus ceone*_r y would increase the overall tank-
1
aye enveloge f rom 29 3/4- inches to 3' inches resuitin;
in an approxi-:ate overall tankage weight reduction of
20-' and a mission standby capability of 125 hours.
The glass- f iber reinforced (GI-R) oblate sphe-oidal
ir.: per vessel with metal liner can provide an inner
pressure vessel weignz reduction of between 2; and
5G? dependi.ic on the liner mater ; di. The possible
disadvantages of vacuum ou,gacsing an'd plating associ-
ated i th the cor, pes i to surround i nc this type of vesse l
do nc°_ aYp!v to the shrouded dewar concept.
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Adopting aluminum for the G V R pressure vessel liner
would allow the use of this material for the shroud
which would save a further 30% in shroud weight.
The shroud annulus geometry associated with a GJFR
inner vessel would again increase the over3li tankage
envelope from 29 3/4 inches to 31 inches resulting ?n
an ove rall tar:kage weight reduction of 30% and a
mission standby capability of approximately 340 hours.
The above increased tankage envelope size compares
favorably with the existing LM supercritical helium
pressurart tanks which have an envelope of 33 inches.
It is further recommended chat improved structural
and dyr.arric performance cf the shrouded unit should
oe pursued by extending the analysis contained in
Section 111 of the main retort. This w.-Puld be
specifi:ally aired at the effect of various pre-loading
technirues cn e)iminatino_ the non-linear shock loads
	
s
experi -nced by the defrtir during vibration.
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APPENDIX I
HELIUM SHROUD TANKAGE LOG
^i	 112
SIGNATURE
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.2/7/67
12/22/67
1/5/6&
1/5/68
COMPONENT
	
L 0 G
Shroud	 Hemispheres adopted for Tankage System
are:
S/N's 1 E 2 - Inconel 718 material
S/N 1 -	 Processing anneals
S/N 2 - 3 Processing anneals.
Evacuated and Leak checked before
machining.
Shield #1
	
Hemispheres adopted for Tankage System
are:
S/N's 4 & 5 - Aluminum 6061-0 material
S/N 4 - 4 processing anneals at 650°r
for 10 minutes.
S/H 5 - 5 processing anneals at 650°F
for 10 minutes.
Shield #2
	
Hemispheres adopted for Tankage System
are:
S/H I s 2 & 8
S/tc 2 - material 6061-0 Aluminum, 5
processing anneals at 650°F for
10 mi rotes .
S/N 8 - material 3003-U Aluminum, 2
processing anneals a: 775°F for
10 i ii nutes .
Outer Shell
	
Hemispheres adopted for Tankage Systea
are
S/N's 4 & 5 - Alum. 6061-0 material
5/11 4 - 4 processing anneals at 650°F
for 10 minutes.
S/N 5 - 4 processing anneals at 650°F
for 10 minutes.
Pressure Vessel
	
Hemispheres adc^Nted for Tankage System
are:
S /N's 1 & 3 - Inconel 718 material
S/N 1 & 3 - 2 processing anneals at
1950°F for 1/2 hour.
I Pressure Vessel
	
S/N 1 6 3 - Hemispheres annealed at
1850°F for 15 minutes and processed in
accordance with Bendix MCI-168, P.C.
SP-C-1252 and S.F. 8763°.
DATE
11/20/67
i
t
f
12/22/67
S1GNATURE
tv..
io
may.
W R- P.,^,'.
Bondi	 Instruments
 
Stappc r f4
roo Life Sa.ppxtDivispon
LOG
S /N 1 & 3 - Hemispheres Alkaline Electro
cleaned for 1 - 5 minutes after machin-
ing prior to welding.	 Boss fittings
also electro cleaned.
S/N's 1 b 3 - Hemispheres heli-arc weld-
ed t•-)getlier with boss fittings to ford
spherical pressure vessel.	 Radiographic
and dye-penetrant checked.
Hemispheres etch cleaned, de-oxidized,
placed in Zinc dip and then electro-
plated with copper for 15 minutes.
Vessel pressurized to 1000 psig while
it annealed condition to extend pole
dimensions.
Vessel Alkaline Electro-cleaned for 6
minutes and coated with "Turco" product
prior to Age Hardening
Vessel Age Hardened at 1360°r" for 10
hours + 1175°F for 10 hours and then
air cooled. Vessel purged with Argon
gas throughout heat treat.
Vessel Acid Pickled after age hardening.
CoppPr vapor cooling tubing soldered to
hemispheres using SN 50 Alloy, Resin
Five Flux, 66-core Flux - Poly Pole.
Vessel pressurized to 2,800 psig, at
which pressure, one of the fitting
"0" rings blew. Proof pressure test
was then discontinued.
Vessel pressurized to 2,500 psig and
then released to check fittings. Re-
pressurized to 2,300 psig .ahen "0" ring
leakage occurred. Proof pressure test
was then discontinued.
	DATE	 I	 COMPONENT
	
2/1/68
	
Pressure Vessel
2/5/68
	
;ressure Vessel
to
2/9/68
2/15!68	 Shield #1
2/16/68
	
Pressure Vessel
2/i6/68
	
Pressure Vessel
2/17/68
	
Pressure Vessel
to
2/18!68
i	 2/20/68	 Pressure Vessel
i
	
2/21/68
	
Shield #1
r	 2/22/68	 Pressure Vessel
i
2/29/68
	
Pressure Vesseli
i
114
q.
^tl e..^
3/13/68
3/18/68
3/27/68
3/27/68
"3/27/68
Pressure e,sel
Pressure Vessel
Pressure Vessel/
Shroud Assy.
Temp. Sensor
Leads for Inner
Vessel
Shroud
Bondi	 Instmir"onis
GO Life SupportO vision
QA':E `I, COMPONENT	 SIGNATURE.
3/1/68
	
Temperature
Probe Assy.
3/12/66
	
Pressure Vessel
(Proof Test)
i
3/12/68	 Shroud
Temperature Sensor leads brazed into
P.V. vent fitting and then removed for
modification. One of the temperature
sensor leads broken on removal. Re-
paired sensor to be fitted into shroud
vent fitting and new sensor replaced in
P.V. fitting.
Vessel pressurized to Proof Pressure of
3,860 psi and then released. 	 Vessel
again pressurized to 3,860 psi in steady
increments measuring diametral change
throughout, Stress/Strain curve was
linear throughout to-t. Proof test
performed with fill and vt:nt fittings
and temperature probe assy. welded into
vessel.
LoY.ger shroud evacuated to leak check
fill fitting.	 Shroud hemisphere tended
to buckle in region of dimples. Evacua-
tion discontinued aL this stage and teak
checks on shroud fill and vent fittings
carried out by locally isolating
fittings.
Vessel evacuated before and after Proof
testing to Heliu 7 ., leak check the welds.
Small indentation observed on radiused
bend of inner till tube of closure
fitting.
Shroud evacuated to leak check shroud
girth welds. Fault in vacuum puma
system caused test to be postponed.
Loss of ground connection .uring heli-
arc welding of shrouds caused arcing
between cart and leads.
	 Electrically
checked leads as O.K. 	 St. St. sleeve
brazed over damaged region.
Prior to welding, shroud hemispheres
were zlkaline electro-c.eaned or a
total of 9 minutes each.
iZ^
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DA's E COMPONENT LOC S I GNATURE
4/3/68 Temp.	 Sensor During	 brazing of	 St.	 St.	 sleeve	 over
Leads	 for	 Inner. damaged	 leads crack appeared under
Vessel brazing	 in	 sheath	 of	 Serial	 #2701
sensor.
4/4/68 Shroud/P.V. Shroud Evacuated Three
	 (3)	 times	 during
Assembly helium	 leak check after welding to
pressure	 vessel.
4/5/68 Outer	 Shell S/N	 4	 -	 Lower	 shell	 with	 burst
	
disc
welded	 in.
S/N 5	 -	 Upper shell	 with	 Ion	 Pumr	 Iran
sition	 tube welded	 in.
Both shells
	 evacuated to	 leak check
welds.
4/5/68 ''''e	 -1i Outer	 shell	 hemispheres
	
etch	 cleaned
prior
	 to copper	 plating.
4/5/68 Snieid	 111 Hemispheres	 etch	 cleaned before plating.
4/5/68 Shield
	 #2 Hemispheres	 etch	 cleaned before plating.
4/13/68 P.V.iShroud Shroud outside surface silver vapor
Assembly plated at	 300°F	 in accordance with
ES	 647.
4/13/68 Shield	 N1 Inside	 and	 -Dutside	 surfaces	 silver
vapor plated at
	 300 °F 	 ir accordance with
ES 647
4/13/68 Shield	 N2 Ins'de
	 and	 outside	 surf+rtes
	 silver
vapor plated at
	
400°F	 in accordance with
ES	 647.
4/13/68 I	 Outer	 Shell Shell	 hemispheres
	 copper plated on
inside
	 surface
	
at	 400 °F 	 in accordance
with	 FS	 647.
4/17/68 P.V./Shroud/ Shroud evacuated to
	 leak check vapor
Shie l d	 #1	 Assy. coo iir.g	 system.
4/31/68 Burst	 Disc D,rring helium	 leak	 checking	 of	 dewar
Assy,	 leakage	 detected on blow-out
	 patch
of	 Burst
	 Disc.	 Leakage	 sealed with
Epoxy,
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5/2i/68 Dewar Assy Dewar evacuated and Baked Out at
	
275°F
for	 21	 days	 and	 successfully	 tipped-off.
Shroud	 filled with	 LN 2	to	 Further	 re-
duce	 vacuum	 in	 annulus.	 Pressure
	 Ve_	 I
fill	 and	 vent	 tubes
	
iced	 up	 at	 this
stage.
6/7/68 Dewar- Assy. Shroud	 b	 inner	 Vessels	 filled with	 LN,)
to at	 ambient pressure and non-vapor cooled
6/20/68 and vapor cooled vented heat
	 leak tests
performed.
	 Vessels
	
emptied %. ith	 gaseous
ni	 rogen	 purge after
	
testing.
7/3/68 Dewar Assy. Shroud	 b	 Inner	 Vessels	 fi l led with	 LH2
to at	 ambient pressure and non-vapor cooled
7/17/68 and vapor cooled vented heat
	 leak	 tests
performed.	 Vessels	 emptied with	 gaseous
Helium purge
	 after	 testing.
7/19/68 Dewar Assy Shroud pressurized with
	
Helium gas
	 to
Shroud 4)	 pslg during	 pressure sensor calibra-
tion	 at	 ambient	 temperature.
7/19/68 Dewar Assy. inner	 vessel	 filled	 with	 LN 2	at
	
ambient
pressure
	
overnight.
7/20/68 Inner Vent Faulty
	 latch mechanism adjusted by
Solenoid	 Valve rotating solenoid clockwise by
	 approxi-
mately	 5°
7/20/68 Dewar Assy. inner
	 vessel	 emptied ol	 LN 2 with gaseous
helium purge
	 via
	 LN 2 heat
	
exch„nger.
Inner	 vessel	 pre
	 sure	 raised	 to	 200 Fsig
Shroud	 filled with	 LH 2	during which
inner	 vessel	 pressure	 fell	 to 50	 psig.
Time	 to	 fill
	 shroud
	 approx.	 30	 r'nutes.
7/21/68 Dewar As,y. 5	 lbs.	 of gaseous
	
H e pumped	 into
	
Inner
Vessel	 to ascertain
	 flow	 requirements
during	 fill.	 Shroud	 topped-off with
L'1 2
	during	 this	 fill
	 process.	 Maximum
pressure
	 reached	 in	 Inner	 250	 psig.
7./21/68 Dewar Assy. LH2	 in shroud emptied with GH e
 and
Inner V?ssel
	
Il e
	vented	 off	 and	 vessel
warmed back	 to ambient overnight.
t 1
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inner Vessel System pressurized to
2,600 psig with Fr.-nn and inner pres-
sure sensor calibrated.	 Solenoid supply
valve leaking at 600 psig.
Inner Vessel pre-cooled with LN 2 . Shroud
filled with LH 2 at ambient pressure and
30 lbs. Gll e pumped into Inner Vessel up
to maximum pressure of 2,050 psig. He
leakage developed in Inner PRV and
solenoid valves.	 Pressure Build-up
tests discontinued at this stage and
Inner and Shroud Vessels emptied and
warmed back to ambient.
Inner Vessel pre-cooled with LN 2 . Shroud
filled with LH 2 at ambient pressure and
GHe pumped into Inner Vessel. At
completion of fill Gil, press. - 2,000
psig and GH e temp. = - 423°F. After
shut-down GHe pressure dropped and
stabilized at 1875 psig.
At 'O:,^O a.m. LH2 completely vented from
shroud and CH, pressure in Inner Vesse:
built-up to 2,630 psig.	 Slight leakage
from pipe conne=ctions to inner pressure
sensor which apparently caused voltmeter
readino to deflect to maximum reading for
this sensor. Pressure cage connecte" to
system to read 2,630 psi q value. At
7:00 p.m. inner PRV opened to relieve
pressure but failed to close due to dirt
particles and inner vessel pressure `ell
to 150 psig.	 Pressure build-up test
discontinued.
Inner Vessel pre-cooled with LN 2 . Shroud
filIod with LH 2 and Gil, pumped into
Inner Vessel. After pressure reached
2,000 psig system took 5 hours to
stabilize at 2,000 psig and -423°F with-
out drop-off in GN pressure. Vapor
l ooied pressure-build up tes: completed
when inner pressure reached 2,500 psig.
!.ax. floc, test carries; out by opening
inner vent solenoid valve until inner
pressure was zero.
	
Inner and Shroud
VPSSCIS warmed back to ambient.
	
DATL	 COMPONENT
	
7/23/68	 Dewar Assy.
	7/25/68
	
Dewar Assy.
to
7/26/58
	7/31/68
	
Dewar Assy
to
8/1/68
	
8/4/68
	
Dewar Assy
	
8/9/68
	
Dewar Assy.
to
8/14/68
_
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De:^rar Assy.	 ^h.-)ud filled with L14 2
 and inner vessel
purg,d with 10 p s i g GHe. 	 Sinuisoidal
and r,,ndoin input vibration levels
applied to the helium tankage assembly
along the X, Y. and Z axes.
	
Inner and
- p roud Vessels warmed back to ambient
before shipping back to Davenport.
Slight damage caused to one of the
mount carriage legs due to airfreighting
from Davenport to Denver.
Dewar Assy. Shroud and Inner Vessels filled with LN2
at a:rbi•-nt pressure and non-vapor cooled
and vapor cooled vented heat leak tests
performed.	 Inner and Shroud Vessels
warmed back to ambient.
Pressure Vesse l 	 Inner Vessel LOX cleaned to MSFC Spec.
164 using UCON Solvent 113-LRI.
Tankage Assy.	 Outer shell painted with a:hi to bpced-
en<.mel Q.D. and air dried.
Mount carriage painted with white speed-
enamel Q.D. and baked at 22.5'F for 10
minutes.
DATE
8/26/68
to
8/29/68
9/6/68
to
9/1 1./68
9/14/68
9/14/68
9/18!68 '3nkage Assy. Inner Vessel System pressurized with GHe
at 2,000 psig at ambient tenp;rature to
check for leakages after fina' assembly.
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APPENDIX II
SHROUD HEAT INTERCEPTION CHARACTERISTICS - A GENERAL
DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECTS OF SHROUD ANNULUS GEOMETRY
A significant factor affecting the standby capabilities
of future shrouded dewars is the heat intercept i on char-
acteristics of the shroud fluid.	 This charact2iistic
has been illustrated by 0e experimental curves of
figures 23, 28, 30 and 31 contained in the main text
of this report.
As discussed in Section Ii, a tapered shroud qeometry
was included as part of the dewar design as opooscd to
the concentric shrouded arrangement used for the NAS q
-;634 unit.
Usirg the oblate spheroidal inner vessel discussed ir.
the recommendations section of this report introduces
a th;rd possible shroud annulus geometry.
The following discussion will therefore treat, in a
qualitative rather than a quantative manner, the effects
of the above three geometrical arnt.111i on the shroud
heat interception characteristics. These three geo-
metries are shown in figure 46.
The experimental results obtained from the thermal test
program of section IV shok q that durin g the vented heat
leak tests the total environmental heat leak is •.'i•,ided
between the sh roud and inner vessels in continuously
varying degrees. Tnis sharing of the heat absorption,
however, does not occur when the inner vessel is filled
with GH e at pressures above atmospheric.
The discussion will, therefore be limited to the actual
pressurant storage system having LH 2
 in the shroud and
GH e contained , ,jlthin the inner vessel at pressure.
Result.; if the pressure build-up tests for a hydrogen/
helium system show that the liquid leve l, in the shroud
falls considerably before a measurable pressure rise
occu.s in the inner vessel. The area under the shroud
heat interception curve of figure 31 indicates an
approximate 75 evaporation of shroud LH 2
 before the
GHe pressure increases.
The dependence of GH e
 pressure rise on shroud liquid
level suggests that it must be a function of the
Prandtl and Grashof numbers for the helium jr, in
other agoras, the helium's ability to convect the envir-
onmental heat back to the shroud fluid.
	 It must also
12 ^1
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be a function of the inner vessel surface area exposed
to the shroud fluid gas phast.
A qualitative comparison among the three types of shroud
annulus geometry shown in figure 46 can therefore be
made by considering the respective times required to ex-
pose a pr,--determined amount of inner vessel surface area.
If the shroud heat interception characteristic curve
can be predicted theoretically then the inner vessel
pressure rise curve is readily eveluateu. The discus-
sion will therefore concentrate on the shroud curve.
Assuming a vapor cooled discrete radiation shielded
dewar, the shroud characteristic must have three
distinct phases.
(i) A period of constant heat interception &max
during which time the inner vessel pressure
rise is negligible. This condition assumes
that cornplete thermal stabilization exists
within the dewar before standby commences
thus eliminating the heat interception
increase shown by the curve of figure 31.
(ii) A period of reducing shroud heat inte rception Q
as the LH2 le ,,-. falls and the inner vessel
pressure ir..:r ases at an increasing rate.
(iii) A final period of zero shroud heat absorption
during which time the effect of vapor cooling
disappears and the total environmental heat
leak increases producing a still more rapid
increase in pressure build-up.
Consider the general case of they
 tapered shroud annulus
shown at left which represents the actual shape adopted
for the tankage described in the main text.
The time taken from t = 0 when the shroud is 100% full
until time t - ti, when the liquid '.evel reaches the
top of the inner vessel is easily derived as:
r,
a
SWOuo repo
R^
t  .
rp th (R S - R t - x)	
2
nn
	 (1/3 (R S - R i - x) (2R 5
+R i
+x) - 1/4 0 ]
	 (i)
Ursa x
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where
	 o = LH	 density
Gh = enihalpy change at 	 liquid/gas	 inter-phase
0 =	 inner vessel	 boss	 fittino_	 diameter.
R	 = shroud radiuc
RS	 =	 inner vessel	 rad-usi
x = displacement between shroud and 	 inner cMnters
of curvature.
Consider now the evaporation or shroud 	 fluid from time
t =	 t 	 to any other arbitrary	 level	 u >	 x.
At	 any	 instant	 of	 time	 t	 the	 shroud	 level	 will	 be
u +	 du and after a small	 interval	 dt	 the	 level	 will
fall	 a distance du caused by 	 the abso rption of an
a-oust of heat Q dt.
A,?lying	 the basic heat equation	 to the situation shown
at	 left gives	 the expression
I	 Ct dt = oGhv	 [( R S 2	 -	 U	 -	 iR i 2	-	 (u	 - x) 2 }]	 dui
r ^,
-- Integrating	 the above expression. between	 the appropriate
o	 =-- limits and	 introducing	 the negative sign because ofdu
—^_ __ falling	 level 
Q dt =
	
-P Ah-	 i	 (R^ 2 -	 u 2 )	 -	 (R. 2	-	 (u	 - x) 2 ;]	 du	 (ii)
a
___-	 I	 _	 ► ^ R.+x
rti
-	 -^-- '- —t If the
	
instantaneous heat 	 interception Q	 is assumed cor-
stant over the period, which	 is a	 reasonable assumption 
Its until	 at	 least u = x based on	 the experimental	 evidence,
putting Q = p	 in equation	 (ii)	 and solvino givesi then
aim T
ax
1
t	 _	 tl	 + pLhn	 ((R S ` -R i g +x 2 )(R i+x-u)-{(R i Yx) Z -u 2 )x]	 (iii)
&na x
which	 is	 the
	 time required for	 the shroud cryogen	 level
to	 fall	 to any arbitrary	 level	 u	 above	 the datum	 line.
Putting	 u	 = x	 in	 expression.	 (iii)	 gives
	 the	 time
	 re-
quired for the shroud to become
	 50% full.
i.e.,
pGh-Ri	 2	 2t 2	 =	 t	 +	 [RS	 -	 R	 -	 x	 (R.
	
+	 x) ]
	
( i v)iQ
Tax
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Expression (i) and (iv) can also be applied to the case
of a concentric shroud annulus, such as the one used
for the NAS9-4634 contract, by simply Dutting x = 0 in
these equations.
For comparative purposes within the confines of this
discussion, the third possible shroud annulus geonetry
using an oblate sp:1eroidal inner vessel will be treated
by putting x = -x in equations (i) and (iv) derived
above. Exact expressions using an elliptical equation
for the inner vessel :Nape can be derived using the
same technique as outlined above.
Consider now the evaporatior of shroud fluid from time
t = t 2 to the point where the inner vessel GH e
 pressure
starts to increase at time t = tp. Gurina this period
the heat interception is still constant at C
	
by
vi rt:;e of the assumptions on page	 'Max
The integral equation representing the liquid level
change shown at left is
t p	 c
dt = oAh-	 f (R 2 - u ` ) - (R 2 
- (u - x)2 )]au
ax	 S	 i
t 2	 X
.p inch on solving gives
t = t + ! `1h	 f (R 2 - R. 2, x 2 ) (c-x) 
- 
x (c2+x2) ]
	
(v)D	 2	 S
Z,a x
Equation (V) can be used to calculate the standby time
required for the hydrogen shrouded helium system to
ser,se any pressure increase inside the inner ves:;El
provided the shroud liquid level c at this stage is
known. As mentioned before this level is a function
of the inner vessel surface area exposed to shroud
gas phase and requires further theoretical and experi -
mental study to resolve the problem.
The next phase of the shroud evaporation cycle is from
time t = t  until time t = t3 when the inner vessel
surface is completely exposed. During this period,
the shroud heat interce p tion is no longer constant
but is a variable function of time.
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Let us assume for comparitive purposes that this.
function is given by the following second degree
polynomial
Q = at + R + )t 2 	(vi)
where a. : and Y are constants to be found from the
boundary conditions.
The conditions which the shroud heat interception
characteristic must satisfy over the range
0 , t
	 (t 3 -t p ) areas follows:
Q=0
max	
when t =o
' 
0 = t1 3 	when t = t^ - t p	 (vii)
t 3 -t p	 R.+xi
and j	 Io 	 t	 0,.h-	 [ (R 5 2 -u 2 ) - R i 2 - (u-x) 2 I du
o	 c
Inserting' the abode conditions i n equation (vi) gives
`or the constants
a = 0
max
2G3 + 4n
6. -h-	 "rax
it = 2(V(t3-tP)	 t3-tp
_ 3( Q- + 6 3 )	 6 h
Y	 -
(t 3 -t p ; 2 	(t3 -tp)3
and the shroud heat interception characteristic becomes:
	
_	 2
Q 
n	 + 6cGh -; - 2Q - 40	 l	 t - y 3 (	 + Q ) - 6 _h	 (	 t	 ( i x)
^nax	 t3 - tp	 3	 max] t 3 - t p	 ma x 	 3	 t3-to	 ^t 3-tp)
The remainder of the shroud evaporation cycle from time
t = t 3 to t = t4 :,hen the shroud is entirely gas pha=se
l
can be approximated by assuming a linearily decaying
interception characteristic. This assumptioii leads to
the heat equation.
1^4
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i1/2(t 4 -t 3 )O 3 = -Ah(RS-Ri-x)(1/3(RS-Ri-x)(2RS+Ri+x)-1/4D`]
2rp6h(R -R.-x)
S	 2
or	 t4 = t J	 —	 ( 1/3(RS- Ri - x)(2RS+Ri+x) - I /41) ]	 (x)
O3t	
The foregoing equations as applied to the three
geometrical shroud annulii of figure 46 produced the
curves of figures 47 and 48.
The theoretical shroud heat interception chart-ter-
istics sho%-in in figure 47 were based on the followinq
assumptions.
(i) T he shroud heat interceptior was assumed
constant and e q ual to the total environmental
heat leak from the IM full condition until
the LH2 level reached a value eq uivalent to
th,, 1 /4 full condition for the NA S9-7337 shroud
design. This occurred at a value of c = 5.67
irches or a distance of 4.67 inches below the
dewar center p lane. At this shroud level, the
same area or inner vessel surface is exposed to
the hydrogen gas phase for all three geometries
which is assumed as the condition when pressure
build-up within the inner vessel commences.
(^i) The total environmental heat leak was assumed
to be the same for all three geometries.
(iii) The value 03 was assumed the same for all
three geometries based on the assumption
that the heat absorbed by the GH e ! s dependent
on exposed inner vessel surface area.
(iv) The inner vessel volume % . as capable of storing
50 lbs. of G H , at 2000 PSIA and 37°R.
It is evideni from the curves of fi g ures 47 and 48
that considerable improvements in the standby capabil-
ities of the NAS9-7337 shroud tankage are possible by
adopting optimized shroud annu!us geometry.
Further research in this area is necessary to examine
these improved standb y capabilities in relation to
overall tankage weight optimization.
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